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Private Owner Collection

2001. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y2 1911 "B" Type London Bus an unusual mixed group to include Issue 7a will 8 over 4 window design, grenadised wheels with crimped axles, dark blue driver and with red grille (silver surround only), also includes Issue 9 with a casting flaw to upper window, Issue 10, Issue 4 with 4 over 4 window design but with loose upper deck, plus others - Fair to Good includes 3 original Fair boxes. (5) £40 - £50

2002. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed early group to include 2 x Y3 London "E" Class Tramcar Issues 6b and 7b, 2 x Y9 Fowler "Big Lion" Showmans Engines - red, Issue 14 and 18 with t-shaped boiler end plates, a Y6 1926 Type 35 Bugatti Issue 9 - red, plus others - 6 are in plain white card boxes - Fair to Near Mint in Fair boxes. (8) £40 - £50

2003. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include Y16 1904 Spyker Tourer Issue 10 - pale lemon yellow in original card box, Y3 1910 Benz Limousine Issue 8 - light green body, a Golden Veterans 3-model plated Set, plus others and a selection of unboxed Giftware including 2 x London Bus in relief on wooden hinged boxes, a Y13 Crossley Evans Bros Coal & Coke mounted on onyx effect pen stand, plus others - Good to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes where applicable. (14) £40 - £50

2004. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed boxed group to include 2 x Y2 Prince Henry Vauxhall Issues 10 & 11 - blue/silver with copper petrol tanks, Y14 Stutz Bearcat - red/cream with red seat, 4 x Y5 Talbot Vans - Wrights and Chivers with minor variations, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (9) £40 - £50

2005. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group of Code 2/3 models to include Y21 Ford Model TT "Hoyts Talking Pictures", Y13 Crossley Delivery Truck - yellow "Torres", Y25 Renault Type AG Van - red "Ricard", plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (6) £60 - £80

2006. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large quantity of mostly loose models of damaged/incomplete models, most with missing grilles or loose/missing seats to include approximately 40 x Y13 Daimler, 8 x Y16 Spyker, 12 x Y15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost, plus others - Poor to Fair. (70) £40 - £60
2007. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large mixed group to include 14 x Y14 Stutz Bearcat, 4 x Y18 Cord 812 including 2 x Canada Auto Museum, Matchbox Collectables range Cutty Sark, Fire Engines, Ambulances etc, mostly loose a few boxed, many of the models have faults, missing seats, radiators, windscreens, roofs etc, some are just dusty and require cleaning - Poor to Good Plus. (qty) £40 - £50

2008. Matchbox The Perfect Toy (MICA Reissue) scale model Crawler Tractor - green with black rubber tracks - Near Mint with a Good unmade box (dusty), number 130 of 350, lot also includes 4 x flattened boxes - 2 x Ice Cream Vendor and 2 x Rag & Bone Merchants Cart - generally Good. (5) £40 - £60

2009. Y6 1932 Mercedes Benz L5 Lorry (1) "Stuttgarter Hofbrau" - cream - Pre-production Trial model with non standard decals to cab sides; (2) similar but Standard Issue, issue number 3 with shallow planking; (3) Pre-production Trial model "Holsten-Bier" - cream with deep planking effect - Near Mint to Mint in plain card boxes. (3) £40 - £60

2010. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group with unusual variations (1) YY45 Bugatti Royale Coupe Napoleon - unusual chrome base; (2) Y17 Hispano Suiza - two-tone green, issue 12a - lighter green body; (3) Y19 Issue 13a with all cream steering wheel; (4) Y27 Foden Steam Wagon - Joseph Rank Ltd, Issue 1c - holes to body floor and riveted axles - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in plain card boxes. (4) £40 - £60

2011. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear and Matchbox Collectables a mixed modern group to include 2 x 96999 Mack AC Tanker - 50 Years, 96947 Bedford Fire Engine - all three Mint in generally Good boxes and 5 x "Coca-Cola" Series models including Pick-up Truck and Dodge Airflow - all 5 models are quite dusty but may improve with cleaning and all have correct issue boxes, plus a Foden Steam Wagon 50 Years - Good to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (9) £50 - £70

2012. Matchbox Collectables a boxed group to include 4 x "Barrett Jackson" including 97396 Chevrolet Chevelle SS 454 - green/white and 91634 Ford Mustang Boss 302 - metallic blue/black plus 2 x 1956 Holden FJ Vans - Olympic Torch Relay Sydney 2000 - high and low 1/43 cast to base - both models loose in packaging - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (6) £50 - £70


2015. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 issues to include Y33 Mack AC Truck - TSL Tire Specialists - white/dark blue, Y22 Ford Model a Van - Hershey Lodge Matchbox Convention 1998 - white body with black chassis, solid orange wheels, similar but with orange/ired van roof, Y12 Ford Model T Van Hershey 1977 - dark brown with gold plated parts, plus 2 other MICA issue models - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) £60 - £80
2016. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 issues to include Y33 Mack AC Truck - TSL Tire Specialists - white/dark blue, similar but with light cream rear body - both with unmade boxes, Y22 Ford Model A Van - Hershey Lodge Matchbox Convention 1998 - white body, black chassis, orange solid wheels, similar but with black van roof panel, Y12 MICA Hershey 1997 - dark brown with gold plated parts, similar but with red 12-spoke wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) £60 - £80

2017. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 issues to include Y33 AC Mack Truck - TSL Tire Specialists - white/dark blue with unmade box, Y22 Ford Model A Van - Hershey Lodge Matchbox Convention 1998 - white body with black chassis and solid orange wheels, similar but with black van roof panel, Y21 Model TT Van - ACME Moving and Storage - yellow/blue, Y23 Mack Tanker - Super Test - orange and Y12 Ford Model T Van - MICA Hershey 1997 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) £60 - £80

2018. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 issues to include Y33 Mack AC Truck - TSL Tire Specialist - white/blue with unmade box, Y12 Ford Model T Van - MICA Hershey 1997 - dark brown with gold plated parts and pale gold wheels, similar but with brassy gold parts and push-fit wheels, Y22 Hershey Lodge Matchbox Convention 1998, Y21 Ford TT Van - ACME Moving and Storage - yellow/blue and Y31 Morris Pantechnicon - Tischleri Lorenz - red with white van roof - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) £60 - £80

2019. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 issues to include Y33 Mack AC Truck - TSL Tire Specialist - white/blue with unmade box, Y12 Ford Model T Van - MICA Hershey 1997 - dark brown with gold plated parts and red 12-spoke wheels, Y22 Hershey Lodge Matchbox Convention 1998, Y21 Ford TT Van - ACME Moving and Storage - yellow/blue and Y31 Morris Pantechnicon - Tischleri Lorenz - red with white roof and blue paper labels to both sides (a little grubby) - Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (6) £60 - £80

2020. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group including Code 2 models to include Y4 Dusenberg Town Car - two-tone blue - Model Hobby Spiel 2009, similar but Matchbox USA 24th Annual Matchbox, Hot Wheels, Diecast and Racing Collectables Show - both in plain card boxes, Y33 AC Mack Truck - TSL Tire Specialist - white/dark blue (without box), YY047/SA - Fullers, Y5 Leyland Titan - MICA model 1992 and YY36 Rolls Royce Phantom - red - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (6) £30 - £50

2021. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Holden Utility models - these were trial models that never went into production for the "AFL" (1) Melbourne 1998 - red/blue; (2) Essendon 1998 - black/red; (3) Bulldogs 1998 - red, mid-blue with Holden 50th Anniversary rear cover - generally Near Mint in plain white card boxes. (3) £50 - £70

2022. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Holden Utility models - these are trial models that never went into production for the "AFL" (1) St Kilda 1998 - red/white; (2) Adelaide Crows 1998 - black/orange with Holden 50th Anniversary rear cover; (3) Sydney Swans 1998 - red/white with Coca-Cola crate load - generally Near Mint in plain card boxes. (3) £50 - £70

2023. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Trial models - all are Holden Utility models for the "AFL" that never made production (1) Port Power 1998 - turquoise/white with Coca-Cola crate load; (2) Nth Melbourne - white/blue with similar rear load; (3) Geelong 1998 - dark blue/white with similar rear load and (4) Fremantle 1998 - blue/red with black rear canopy (missing wing mirror) - Excellent to Near Mint in plain card boxes. (4) £50 - £70
2024. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Trial models - all are Holden Utility vehicles unmade trial models for "AFL" 
(1) Carlton 1998 - dark blue/white with Holden 50th Anniversary rear cover; (2) West Coast 1998 - yellow/blue with white rear 
cover; (3) Collingwood 1998 - black/white with Coca-Cola crate load (bent wing mirror); (4) Hawthorne 1998 - brown/yellow with 
black rear cover - Excellent to Near Mint (would benefit from light cleaning in plain card boxes. (4) 

£50 - £70

2025. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Australian models including Code 2 issues to include YHN01 Holden 
Van - grey - Brisbane Model Diecast Collectors Club 2007, similar but blue - Past And Present Model Cars, YRS03 Chevrolet 
3100 with Austin Seven load - MiCA Australia, Y65 Austin Seven Van - trial model - Auto 1, plus others - Excellent to Near Mint 
but with missing or bent wing mirrors in Fair to Good Plus packaging including plain card boxes. (6) 

£50 - £70

2026. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 issues to include Y4 Dusenberg - two-tone brown - Leipzig 2004, 
similar but two-tone blue - Miss Matchbox 2009 (etched on roof) in possibly wrong box, CCS-09 Thomas 
Flyabout - purple- Canadian Collectors Show 2009 1 of only 7 and YAL-03 - red - Exxon with brassy gold plated 
parts - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes. (4) 

£40 - £60

2027. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 issues - all are Y20 Mercedes Benz 540 - MiCA Hershey 2000 
variations include - silver body, maroon chassis and silver body and 4 x yellow body with black chassis, each model in correct 
issue white card boxes and come with 6 x unmade picture card boxes - generally Mint with Excellent to Near Mint boxes. 

£50 - £70

2028. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 issues - all are Y20 Mercedes Benz 540 - MiCA Hershey 2000 
variations include - silver body, maroon chassis and silver body and 4 x yellow body with black chassis, each model in correct 
issue white card boxes and come with 6 x unmade picture card boxes - generally Mint with Excellent to Near Mint boxes. 

£50 - £70

2029. Matchbox The Dinky Collection a mixed group to include DY1/921 Jaguar in pewter - Pre-production Trial model with 
single hole to base, DY11 Tucker Torpedo - Pre-production Trial model in red with tan interior, DY9B Land Rover "AA Road 
Service" - yellow/black with tan canopy and DY4 Ford E83 W Van "Heinz" - yellow/black - Excellent to Near Mint in white card 
boxes. 

£40 - £50

2030. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include Y18 Cord 812 - Canadian Auto Museum 50 Years - green 
with dark tan hood, Y3 Riley MPH - Historical Canadian Rally 2009 - metallic charcoal with purple chassis, similar but with ruby 
red chassis and Matchbox Dinky Collection DY11 Tucker Torpedo Pre-production Colour Trial model in red with tan 
interior - Excellent to Near Mint in white card boxes. (4) 

£40 - £50

2031. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear 4 models in plain card boxes - YY030A/SA Mack Truck 
"Mack" - red/black - Pre-production Trial model, YY048/GB Garrett Steam Wagon - Chester Mystery Plays - red/yellow, YTC05 
1938 Studebaker Coupe - yellow Issue 3, Ford Model TT - Adult Retail Coca-Cola Famous Illustrations, YPP03 Mercedes Truck 
"Berliner Morgan Post" - green/cream - Pre-production Trial model (inner packing only) and YRS02 Ford F100 Pick-up 
Truck - Flying A Tires (inner packing only) - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good packaging. (6) 

£40 - £60
2032. Matchbox Collectables a group to include CCV06 1953 Corvette Convertible - cream with red interior with "Original" cast to base, different headlights and tyres to standard model, DYB03 S5 Morgan - metallic blue/black - 2005 Canadian Dinky Collectors Meet (front bumper detached), DYM92139 1957 Chevrolet Corvette - metallic blue with detachable hood and red interior and DYM92013 VW Beetle Convertible - "McDonalds" - Fair to Mint in plain card boxes. (4)

£40 - £60

2033. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear and Matchbox Collectables a group to include YFE21 - Seagrave Fire Engine Pre-production model, YIS06 Ford F100 - red - Ford parts - Pre-production Trial model, YYM35192 GMC Ambulance - Trial model and YFE03 Cadillac - red Issue 2 - Excellent to Near Mint (slightly dusty) in plain card boxes. (4)

£30 - £40

2034. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear and Matchbox Collectables a group to include Pre-production models to include YGB09 Mack Truck "Moosehead Beer", YGB03 Atkinson "Swan Brewery", YY048/SB Garrett Steam Wagon - Chester Mystery Plays - red/yellow, YY012/SB 1912 Ford Model T Field Ambulance - military green, Y5 Talbot Van - MICA NA Closure Model 2005 - dark red with silver roof and YCH08 Mercedes Benz Lorry - Ronald McDonald's House - Near Mint to Mint in plain card boxes. (6)

£40 - £60

2035. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear and Matchbox Collectables a group to include Pre-production Trial models to include YWG03 Mack Truck - "Cutty Sark", YGB03 Atkinson Steam - "Swan Brewery", Y21 Ford TT "ACME" - yellow/blue, similar but YYM96509 - Coca-Cola Around the Corner, Y5 Talbot Van - MICA NA Closure Model 2005 - dark red with silver roof and Y12 Ford Model T Van - Nestle's, CYC Yesteryear's Remembered 2002 - Near Mint to Mint in white card boxes. (6)

£40 - £60

2036. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y5 Talbot Vans - MICA NA Closure Model April 2005 (1) dark red with silver roof, gold trim and dark green 12-spoke wheels; (2) similar but blue body, dark cream roof and chassis, light cream parts and chrome 12-spoke wheels - generally Mint in plain card boxes. (2)

£40 - £50

2037. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear YMC01 1970 Chevelle SS 454 - silver with black interior - Canadian Yesteryear Collectors Meet 2002 a group of 6 identical models - Mint with inner polystyrene packing only (no outer card boxes).

£50 - £70

2038. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 issues (1) YYM37791 Morris Van - MICA Hershey 2004 - yellow/black (Cutty Sark donor model); (2) YYM37793 similar but white/red (Beefeater donor model); (3) Morris Light Van MICA Hershey 2004 - white/black - Matchbox Toy Show 2004 (plain card box) - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (3)

£40 - £50

2039. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a pair of Code 2 issues (1) 92696 1958 Studebaker Golden Hawk - pale lilac with white interior and roof - Canadian True North Studebaker Club limited to 120 pieces - Mint in presentation tin and outer packaging; (2) Y14 Stutz Bearcat - red with black chassis and tan seat mounted on wooden plinth - Dutch Yesteryear Club 1996-2001 - Near Mint (slightly dusty) without any packaging.

£40 - £50


£40 - £50
2041. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear and Matchbox Collectables a mixed group to include 3 x Y37 Garrett Steam Wagon - Pickfords, YPP04 Dodge Route Van - The Hershey Herald - MICA NA 1996 - silver, DYM35179 Stutz Bearcat - Hershey 2001, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes. (10) £50 - £70

2042. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear and Matchbox Collectables a boxed group to include YTC02 1946 Dodge Power Wagon - yellow/black - "Signal Gasoline", YCH06 1920 Mack AC Truck - Western Australia - McDonalds Charity model, 2 x Y37 Garrett Steam Wagon - Pickfords, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes. (9) £40 - £60

2043. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include 4 x YMS08 - Old Car Museum Canada 50th Anniversary - black with gold trim, YPP04 Dodge Route Van - The Hershey Herald - MICA NA 1996 - silver, YPP03 Mercedes Benz L5 Truck - Toy Gallery 50 Years, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (8) £40 - £50

2044. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include YTC02 Dodge Power Wagon - yellow/black - "Signal Gasoline", DY016/D 1967 Mustang Fastback 2+2 - white/red Dinky Club of America 1998, 2 x YMS08 Old Car Museum - orange and black variations, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (8) £50 - £70

2045. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group to include 8 x YMS08 1912 Simplex - Old Car Museum 50th Anniversary includes purple, orange and black variations, a Y13 Daimler - green, Old Car (loose front grille casting) and a YMS03 Benz Limousine - blue, 40th Anniversary in card box - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (10) £50 - £70

2046. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of Code 2 issues to include YPP04 Dodge Route Van - silver - The Hershey Herald - MICA NA 1996, YET05 AEC Omnibus - Leipzig 2002, YY014A Stutz Bearcat - Hershey 2001 - dark red with black chassis, similar but with silver body, YPP03 Mercedes Benz L5 - Toy Gallery - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (5) £50 - £70

2047. Matchbox Collectables a boxed group of Micro Brewery issues including MGB01 through to MGB06, also includes YCC03 - The Matchbox Originals Holiday Ornaments, a YY65 BC Austin Seven Micro Brewery - Ozark Brewing, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (11) £50 - £60

2048. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 issues to include 2 x DYB06 Aston Martin DB4 - silver - MICA Hershey 2001 - one model with black tampo, DYM35179 Stutz Bearcat - Hershey 2001 - yellow/black, DY016/D 1967 Mustang Fastback 2+2 - red/white, Dinky Club of America 1998, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (6) £50 - £70

2049. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group to include YTC02 Dodge Power Wagon - yellow/black - "Signal Gasoline", Ford Pick-up Truck - Hershey 1999 Dinner Model - red, 2 x YYM37799 The US Olympic Team Commemorative Texaco Tow Truck, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (6) £50 - £70

2050. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group to include 2 x DYM38236 1970 Chevrolet Chevelle - metallic blue/white, two variations one slightly darker metallic blue, 92547 US Postal Service - Margaret Mead and 3 x YMC Series Coca-Cola models - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) £50 - £70
2051. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group to include CCV01, CCV03, CCV05 - Matchbox Corvette Collection models including 1969 Corvette Convertible in yellow, DYM92139 1957 Chevrolet Corvette - blue with detachable roof, DYB06 Aston Martin DB5 Code 2 MICA model, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) £50 - £70

2052. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group to include 3 x Pre-production sample models 96664, 96665 and 96667 Police models including Arizona Police Chevelle (outer card boxes only no inner packing or certificates), YTC02 Dodge Power Wagon - yellow/black - "Signal Gasoline", plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Near Mint packaging. (6) £50 - £70

2053. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group to include Pre-production sample models Police Cars including 96659 Arizona Police Chevelle, 96665 Florida Police Fairlane (these models with no inner packing or certificates), a DYM96666 Chevrolet Bel Air Ohio Patrol in plain card box, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (6) £50 - £70

2054. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group to include YYM37790 Dodge Airflow - "Jack Daniels" with no black shadow effect to grille, 95166 Bedford Tanker - Matchbox 4th Guild model, 92122 Ford Pick-up Texaco Series Platinum model, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) £50 - £70

2055. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear 4 x Pre-production sample models - US Postal Service including Margaret Mead and Jesse Owens, YTC02 Dodge Power Wagon - yellow/black - "Signal Gasoline" plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) £50 - £70

2056. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group to include 5 x Pre-production sample models - US Postal Service including Jim Thorpe, Margaret Mead and Jesse Owens, plus a YTC02 Dodge Power Wagon - yellow/black - "Signal Gasoline" - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) £50 - £70

2057. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issue C2TF7 Citroen H Van "Hennart Freres" - pale grey with green body stripe and red wheels with tampos to rear doors, Renderings Issue 1 of only 3 - Mint in Near Mint box. £40 - £50

2058. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issue C2TF8 Citroen H Van "Phoenix" - blue, off white roof, red wheels and tampo to rear door, Renderings issue 1 of only 3 - Mint in Near Mint box. £40 - £50

2059. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issue C2TF9 Citroen H Van "Mercier" - cream/green with green wheels and tampos to rear doors, Renderings Issue 1 of only 3 - Mint in Near Mint box. £40 - £50

2060. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issue C2TF10 Citroen H Van "St Raphael" - off white with red/brown body stripes, brown wheels and with red roof stripes, Renderings Issue 1 of only 3 - Mint in Near Mint box. £40 - £50

2061. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issues a group of Citroen H Vans from the abandoned 2nd Series Taste of France - (1) C2TF7 "Hennart Freres" - pale grey, green body stripe and red wheels; (2) C2TF8 "Phoenix" - blue with white roof and red wheels; (3) C2TF9 "Mercier" - cream/green with green wheels; (4) C2TF10 "St Raphael" - off white with brown/red body stripes and red wheels - generally Mint in Near Mint boxes. (4) £70 - £90
2062. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 Issues ATM10 Citroen H Van "Michelin" - (1) blue lower body and roof, yellow base and wheels, 1 of only 14; (2) yellow body, blue roof, blue base and wheels; (3) similar but Michelin Man mounted on bumper not grille - Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3) £50 - £70

2063. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issues ATM10 Citroen H Van "Michelin" - (1) blue lower body, yellow upper body and roof, black base and yellow wheels, 1 of only 14; (2) yellow body, blue roof, blue base and wheels with Michelin Man mounted to bumper - Mint in Near Mint box. (2) £40 - £60

2064. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issue Renault AG Van - "Michelin" - bright yellow body with dark blue roof and chassis, gold plated parts and wheels, maroon seats, 1 of only 2 sample issue - Near Mint in Near Mint box. £40 - £50

2065. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issues ATM11 Renault AG Van "Michelin" - (1) yellow body, royal blue chassis, bonnet and roof and with blue windscreen; (2) similar but with brass windscreen; (3) royal blue body and chassis, yellow roof and bonnet with brass windscreen - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3) £50 - £70

2066. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issues ATM11 Renault AG Van "Michelin" - (1) yellow body, royal blue chassis, bonnet and roof and with blue windscreen; (2) yellow body and bonnet, royal blue roof, navy blue chassis; (3) royal blue body and chassis, yellow bonnet and roof - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3) £50 - £70

2067. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of Code 2 Issues ATM11 Renault AG Van "Michelin" - (1) yellow body, royal blue chassis, bonnet and roof and with blue windscreen; (2) royal blue body, navy blue chassis, yellow bonnet and roof and brass windscreen, 1 of only 15; (3) yellow body and bonnet, royal blue roof, navy chassis, 1 of only 15 - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3) £50 - £70

2068. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issues ATM11 Renault AG Van "Michelin" - (1) royal blue body and chassis, yellow bonnet and roof and brass windscreen; (2) yellow body and bonnet, royal blue roof and chassis, 1 of only 15; (3) yellow body, royal blue roof, bonnet and chassis (small break to roof panel); (4) yellow body, royal blue roof, chassis and bonnet with yellow painted windscreen (plain card box) - Fair to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (4) £50 - £70

2069. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issues Y13 1918 Crossley Truck - "Jackson Conduit" - (1) yellow body, black chassis, maroon seats, gold 12-spoke wheels and bright red canopy; (2) similar but blue body and yellow canopy, 1 of only 12; (3) similar but silver body and bright red canopy, 1 of only 5 - Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) £50 - £70

2070. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issues Y13 1918 Crossley Truck - "Jackson Conduit" - (1) yellow body, black chassis, maroon seats, gold 12-spoke wheels and bright red canopy; (2) similar but blue body and pale yellow canopy, 1 of only 12; (3) similar but green body, black canopy and black windscreen, 1 of only 15 - Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) £50 - £70

2071. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issues Y13 1918 Crossley Truck - "Jackson Conduit" - (1) yellow body, black chassis, maroon seats, gold 12-spoke wheels and red canopy; (2) similar but green body and black canopy, 1 of only 15; (3) similar but candy pink body and dark blue canopy, 1 of only 15 - Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) £50 - £70
2072. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 Issues - (1) Y13 1918 Crossley Truck - "Jackson Conduit" - yellow body with red canopy; (2) YTC02 1946 Dodge Power Wagon - "Signal Gasoline" - lime green/black; (3) YYM38040 1940 Ford Pick-up - maroon, black chassis and green wheels - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) £50 - £70

2073. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 Issues - (1) Y13 1918 Crossley Truck - "Jackson Conduit" - yellow body with red canopy; (2) YTC02 1946 Dodge Power Wagon - "Signal Gasoline" - lime green/black; (3) YYM38040 1940 Ford Pick-up - dark green body, black chassis and green wheels - generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) £50 - £70

2074. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 Issues - (1) YCL03 Ford Model A Van - "Maple Leaf" - blue with chrome parts and wheels; (2) ATM03 Mack AC Truck - "Etsul" - red cab, beige body with tan canopy; (3) YGB07 Renault AG Van - MICA North America 1985 to 2005 - white, blue chassis and red roof - generally Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3) £50 - £70

2075. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issues - (1) YCL01 Holden Panel Van - "Esso Imperial Oil" - blue, chrome trim and red hubs; (2) ATM08 Ford T Tanker - "Ultramar" - grey body, blue tank and chassis, yellow roof and grey 12-spoke wheels; (3) ATM03 Mack AC Truck - "Etsul" - red body, beige back and tan canopy - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3) £50 - £70

2076. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issues - (1) YCL01 Holden Panel Van - "Esso Imperial Oil" - blue with chrome trim and blue hubs; (2) Y12 Ford Model T Van - Golden 50 Years - yellow body, blue chassis and roof, black parts and red 12-spoke wheels; (3) YCL03 Ford Model A Van - "Maple Leaf" - blue with chrome trim and 12-spoke wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3) £50 - £70

2077. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issues - (1) YSBH01 Rolls Royce Fire Engine - "Burghley House and Park" - yellow body, white ladder, black chassis and gold 12-spoke wheels; (2) similar but white body with red chassis and orangey-brown ladder; (3) ATM05 Morris Cowley Light Van - "Huntley & Palmers Ginger Nuts" - dark green body, red chassis, black roof and brassy gold 12-spoke wheel and parts - generally Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3) £50 - £70

2078. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issues - (1) YSBH01 Rolls Royce Fire Engine - "Burghley House and Park" - yellow body, white ladder, black chassis and gold 12-spoke wheels; (2) similar but white body with red chassis and orangey-brown ladder; (3) ATM05 Morris Cowley Light Van - "Huntley & Palmers Ginger Nuts" - dark green body, red chassis, black roof and brassy gold 12-spoke wheel and parts - generally Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3) £50 - £70

2079. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 Issues - (1) 1932 Mercedes Benz L5 Lorry - German Matchbox Club 1996 to 2006 - white with yellow cab and red roof and chassis; (2) Y44 1910 Renault Bus - Leipzig 2005 - white with brown seats, black chassis and roof; (3) YCL03 Ford A Van - "Maple Leaf" - blue with chrome trim and 12-spoke wheels - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) £50 - £70

2080. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issues - (1) Y4 1930 Dusenberg Model J Town Car - 75th Anniversary - white body and chassis with dark green side panels and luggage trunk, dark red seats, cream hood and chrome 24-spoke wheels, 1 of only 14; (2) similar but green body, white hood and luggage trunk; (3) Y4 Opel Coupe - Hope Spring 2006 - powder blue with black chassis and hood, dark red seats and cream grille (grille is cracked but in place), 1 of only 20 - Excellent to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3) £50 - £70
2081. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issues - (1) Y4 1930 Dusenberg Model J Town Car - dark green body, white chassis, hood and luggage trunk, dark red seats and chrome 24-spoke wheels; (2) Y4 Opel Coupe - Hope Spring 2006 - candy pink with black chassis and hood, dark red seat and cream grille; (3) YMC01 1970 Chevelle SS454 - Hershey 2005 MICA - burgundy with gold body stripes (inner polystyrene packaging only no outer box) - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (3) £40 - £60

2082. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issues - YRS02 1953 Ford F100 - "Tire Co" - (1) dark green body with tampos in plain card box; (2) similar but lighter green body without tampos and with green mirrors; (3) metallic green body with tampos (mirror detached, inner packaging only, no outer box) - Excellent to Mint in Excellent packaging. (3) £40 - £60

2083. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 Issues - (1) ATM06 Ford Pick-up Truck - "Home Hardware" - lime green body with black chassis, timber load and dark green hubs; (2) Ford Pick-up Truck - "OK Ford 100 Years" - metallic blue with gold trim and hubs and grey canopy; (3) Ford Pick-up - "Joseph Salvage" - red with chrome trim and dark red hubs, all are in plain card boxes - Near Mint to Mint. (3) £40 - £60

2084. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear YYM38054 1961 Scout 80 4x4 "Koru Care 2000" - blue/white with Canoe to roof, number 15 of 15 with Diorama mirrored wooden plinth and plain outer card box. £30 - £40

2085. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 Issues Y12 Ford Model T Van - 50 Years Matchbox Models of Yesteryear - Golden Jubilee Edition - (1) yellow body, blue chassis and roof, black parts and red 12-spoke wheels; (2) blue body, yellow chassis and roof, cream parts and yellow 12-spoke wheels; (3) blue body, roof and chassis, cream parts and red 12-spoke wheels - Mint in plain card boxes. (3) £40 - £60

2086. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 Issues Y12 Ford Model T Van - 50 Years Models of Yesteryear - Golden Jubilee Edition - (1) yellow body, blue chassis and roof, black parts, red 12-spoke wheels; (2) blue body, chassis and roof, cream parts, red 12-spoke wheels; (3) yellow body, chassis and roof, black parts and red 12-spoke wheels - Mint in plain card boxes. (3) £40 - £60

2087. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 Ford Model T Van - 50 Years Models of Yesteryear - Golden Jubilee Edition - (1) yellow body, blue chassis and roof, black parts and red 12-spoke wheels; (2) blue body, yellow chassis and roof, cream parts and yellow 12-spoke wheels; (3) yellow body, chassis and roof, black parts and gold 12-spoke wheels; (4) similar but with red 12-spoke wheels - Mint in plain card boxes. (4) £50 - £70

2088. Matchbox a mixed group KS188/A Kenworth Tractor and Trailer - green "J & B", 4 x Matchbox Dinky Collection DYS17 1939 Triumph Dolomite - red, all with outer sleeves and "Classic Toys" Doorstep Delivery Van 1 - blue including wheels and chrome trim - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (5) £40 - £50

2089. Matchbox Superfast 2 x Trade Boxes of 72 x MB72 Dodge Commando Delivery Truck "Matchbox USA" - Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes with Fair outer card trade cartons. (144) £50 - £70

2090. Matchbox Superfast 2 x Trade Boxes of 72 x MB72 Dodge Commando Delivery Trucks - (1) Matchbox USA; (2) Tire-Ex Merit Tires - Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes with Fair outer transit cartons. (144) £50 - £70
2091. Matchbox a large group of Dealer/Trade Catalogues to include 19 x 1988, 5 x 1986, 1983, 1985, 2 x 1986 plus others - generally Excellent condition. (35) £50 - £70

2092. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear and Matchbox Collectables a large quantity of empty boxes and outer transit cartons to include Taste of France Series, Whisky Collection, DYG, DYB, 36 x YYM37791, plus others - Fair to Near Mint (empty boxes only). (107) £50 - £70

2093. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear and Matchbox Collectables a large quantity of empty boxes and outer transit cartons to include Fire Engine Series, Pick-up Trucks, Holden Vans, Muscle Cars, plus many others - Fair to Near Mint (empty boxes only). (103) £50 - £70

2094. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, Matchbox Collectables and Matchbox The Dinky Collection a large group of empty boxes to include Power of the Press Series, DYG Series, Matchbox The Dinky Collection empty boxes including DY023 Chevrolet Corvette, 5 x plastic plinths still in packaging, 6 x empty wooden boxes for Connoisseur Series, plus others - Fair to Near Mint (empty boxes only). (100+) £50 - £70

2095. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large quantity of empty flattened boxes - straw box series predominantly Y12 Ford Model T Vans, a few Y29 Walker Electric Van - Harrods - Fair to Excellent, many have reference stickers and labels. (150+) £40 - £60

2096. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large quantity of empty boxes predominantly maroon window series including Y29 Walker Electric Van, Y12 Ford Model T, Y26 Crossley Beer Lorry, plus a few later Diorama issues and N box Series. (70+) £40 - £60

The Ex Matchbox Employee Sale - Part 2

2097. Matchbox The Original Monster In My Pocket Limited Edition Series 1 - rare mock up promotional set includes 4 plastic figures - all generally Excellent on Fair blister card - plastic bubble detached and some light stains to rear. £30 - £40

2098. Matchbox a small group of Australian Exclusive Collectables to include a Limited Edition box set comprising Australian Collectors Model Grand Prix Racing Car and children’s Racing Car T-Shirt - box Fair to Good and a number of Junior Collectors Club items including T-shirt, baseball cap, membership card and Team Matchbox Group C Racer model car - all generally Excellent to Near Mint. £30 - £40

2099. Matchbox Pre-production Concept Games from the R&D Department at Lesney comprising 2 x baseboards featuring road ways, bridges, tunnels, buildings etc, features two different scales with various vehicles including unpainted diecast models and animal figures and two magnetic plastic rods for controlling the models around the track from below. Very similar to the US released Magnetic Action Centres games but thought to have been developed separately and were never put into production. £60 - £80
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2100. Matchbox various items to include 2 x Matchbox Convention canvas trolley bags (one still folded in packaging, 2 x Easter Egg Promotions comprising ceramic mug, chocolate egg in plastic packaging, 4 x bubble bath/shower gel promotions, Kellogg's Frosties promotion including Matchbox and Siku models, Matchbox Happy Meals and Matchbox promotional bags and boxes, Matchbox Reps notepad/binder with built-in calculator and My First Matchbox logo, plus others - Fair to Mint.

£40 - £60

2101. Matchbox Superfast FM130 Carry Pack - Farming - German Issue comprising various vehicles, buildings and accessories, includes the hard to find Peterbilt Tanker - blue/white - Fresh Milk - all generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging.

£30 - £40

2102. Matchbox CS90 30-piece Carry Pack - Construction Set with various vehicles and accessories, includes the hard to find Grove Crane - all generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging.

£30 - £40

2103. Matchbox EM90 30-piece Carry Pack - Emergency Set comprising various Emergency vehicles and accessories - all generally Mint in Excellent packaging - still tape sealed, slight crushing to base of box.

£30 - £40

2104. Matchbox Superfast a carded group to include 6 x CS80 Construction Sets including Peterbilt Tipper Trucks, Excavators, Road Rollers - 3 other similar Sets and 7 x Emergency Sets including Peterbilt Police Breakdown Truck and Ford Police Cars, Fire Engines, Helicopters, Boats and Trailers etc - all generally Mint on Excellent to Near Mint blister cards. (16)

£50 - £70

2105. Matchbox a carded group of "Harley Davidson" Motorcycles including Sportster, Police Electra Glide and Knucklehead, includes 6 x Limited Collectors Edition Gold Set - Mint on Excellent to Near Mint blister cards. (18)

£50 - £70

2106. Matchbox "Harley Davidson" Motorcycles a boxed group to include 6 x Travel Play Sets including Service Centre and Custom Shop and 4 x 67104 3-pack Sets - Electra Glide Police Bikes, Classic Series, Variety Pack and Custom Choppers - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (10)

£50 - £70

2107. Matchbox "Harley Davidson" Motorcycles a boxed pair (1) 76272 5-model Gift Set Limited Edition including various scale Motorcycles and 4x4 Pick-up Truck, also includes poster; (2) 76270 US Issue 90th Anniversary Gift Set includes Matchbox Superfast Convoy "Harley Davidson" Truck, 4 various scale Motorcycles, a cloth patch and colour poster - generally Mint in Excellent packaging. (2)

£40 - £50

2108. Matchbox "Harley Davidson" Motorcycle Sets (1) 877/700 US Issue Harley Davidson Gift Set comprising 4 Motorcycles and 24 vehicle Carry Case; (2) 76272 Limited Edition 5-model Gift Set comprising various scale Motorcycles, 4x4 Pick-up Truck and colour poster; (3) 76240 Road Riders 2-model Set comprising "Harley Davidson" Matchbox Superfast Convoy Truck and orange/chrome Motorcycle - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (3)

£50 - £70

2109. Matchbox Superfast a carded group to include 9 x Action System Sets including 4 Construction Pack, 5 Safari Pack, 3 Emergency Pack, 2 x Hang Glider Packs, also includes 6 x Matchcaps including Corvette Grand Sport and Mazda RX7, plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (16)

£50 - £70
2110. Matchbox Superfast "Loony Tunes" Pro Racers a carded group including 2 x "Road Runner" (Cosmic Blues), 2 x "Daffy Duck" (4x4 Open Back), 4 x "Bugs Bunny", plus others includes duplication - Mint on Near Mint blister cards. (13)
£40 - £50

2111. Matchbox Collectables "Scooby-Doo" a group of 5 carded models 92192 Daphne Chevy Corvette, 92193 Fred Ford Mustang Coupe, 92194 Scooby-Doo Ford Expedition, 92195 Shaggy VW Transporter and 92196 Velma VW Beetle - Mint in Near Mint packaging. (5)
£30 - £40

2112. Matchbox "Sesame Street" a carded group to include 2 x Cookie Monster, 2 x Big Bird, 2 x Bert, plus others some duplication - generally Mint on Fair to Excellent blister cards. (12)
£30 - £50

2113. Matchbox a group of US Issued Book and Model including Rescue - Chevy Tahoe Police Truck, Wash Me - Concept 1 Beetle - metallic green, Safari - 98 Jeep Wrangler, plus others - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging. (9)
£30 - £40

2114. Matchbox/Tyco a mixed group to include Tyco View-master 2-D boxed Sets "Captain Scarlet & The Mysterons" - The Spectrum Polar Base Threat, "Sesame Street" Theatre, "Disney" Character Theatre, Vivid Imaginations Joe 90, Kenner Robocop, a Mattel 1989 "Barbie" catalogue, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (11)
£30 - £50

2115. Matchbox Action System a mixed group of "Jurassic Park" models and sets including Fuel Depot, Garage, Tyrannosaurus Rage Rig, similar but Stegosaurus and 6 x blister cards including Hook Truck - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging. (10)
£50 - £70

2116. Matchbox Superfast Action System "Jurassic Park" a group of loose models to include Trial model Unimog Snowplough Truck that was used as the donor model to develop the Tracker/Trapper Rescue Truck, includes a similar production model for comparison and 7 others, without packaging - generally Excellent to Mint. (9)
£40 - £50

2117. Matchbox Superfast - Motor Show 2-pack carded Sets with plinth to include Ferrari Testarossa F40, Lamborghini Diablo and Countach, Jaguar XJ-6 and XJ-220, Porsche 959 and 911, Mercedes Benz 600 SEL and 500 SL, BMW 5 Series, some duplication - generally Mint on Excellent to Near Mint blister cards. (11)
£60 - £80

2118. Matchbox Superfast - Show Stoppers - US release similar to Motor Show to include Jaguar XJ-6 and XJ-220, Porsche 959 and 911, Chevrolet Camero Iroc-Z28 and Corvette, Ferrari Testarossa and F40, Lamborghini Diablo and Countach and Ford T-Bird Stock Car and T-Bird, some duplication - generally Mint on Good to Excellent blister cards. (8)
£50 - £70

2119. Matchbox Superfast a large carded group of Hot Stocks - Pit-Stop Action Play Sets includes various Pro Stocker Cars with start and finish lines, TV cameras, pit crew accessories etc, some duplication - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging (2 sets are Fair, stuck together). (34)
£50 - £70
2120. Matchbox Superfast Sports Car Collection 1993 Series 1 models - shop counter card display box containing 15 models in opened packages to include 2 x Ford Escort XR3i, 2 x Ford Sierra XR4i and exclusive to this series 49 Lamborghini Diablo in red - these models originally sold in mystery sealed packets - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging (all internal packets have been opened - full set completed).

£30 - £50

2121. Matchbox Sky Busters a boxed group to include 2 x 67135 The Feel of Real Steel 3-model Set (model variations in each set) and similar 2 x 67209 both Military Sets including Stealth Bomber, 8412 6-model Set including Space Shuttle and a SB12 Mission Chopper on blister card - Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (6)

£30 - £40

2122. Matchbox Superfast a boxed group of Gift Sets to include 2 x Motor City Super Play Pack 50019.21 each set containing 12 vehicles and accessories, play mat etc, includes Ambulances, Police Cars, Fire Engines, Breakdown Trucks etc - includes variations and 2 x 50022.20 6-model Sets - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (4)

£40 - £50

2123. A boxed group of Gift Sets (1) 71076 25 Pack Gift Set including eight exclusive styles; (2) 7107705 30 Pack Gift Set; (3) 0115 15 Pack Gift Set - the three Sets contain various model vehicles including Construction models, Emergency vehicles and Sports Cars - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging. (3)

£40 - £50

2124. Matchbox Superfast a carded group of 75 Challenge 1997 Editions - various gold models with carded box on blister card to include #1 Dodge Viper GTS Coupe, #9 Earth Mover, 26 Chevy Van, #21 GMC Wrecker, plus others (Flareside Pick-up Truck in plastic case not carded) - Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (34)

£60 - £80

2125. Matchbox Superfast 75 Challenge 1997 Edition a carded group of gold models with carded box on blister card to include #40 69 Camero SS-396, #49 VW Concept 1, #53 Rhino Rod, #75 Ferrari F-50, plus others (70 Pontiac GTO in separate plastic case) - Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (35)

£60 - £80

2126. Matchbox Superfast Action System boxed group - US Issues to include Service Station, Car Wash, Gold Mine Mountain, Hospital, Bank, Road Track Set - Mint in Near Mint sealed packaging. (6)

£40 - £60

2127. Matchbox Superfast Action System a boxed group of Sets - US Issues to include Police Chase Set, Service Station, Bank, Police Station and Lift Bridge - Mint in Near Mint sealed packaging. (5)

£30 - £50

2128. Matchbox Superfast Action System US Issues a boxed group to include Fire Station, Luigi's Pizza, Service Station, Car Wash and 2 x Construction Site - each set with one Superfast vehicle and figures - Mint in Near Mint mostly sealed packaging.

£40 - £60

2129. Matchbox Superfast Action System a boxed group of US Issues to include Police Station with Superfast Police Car and figures, Super Spin Car Wash, Fire and Rescue Centre and Super Service Centre - Mint in Near Mint sealed packaging. (4)

£40 - £60
2130. Matchbox Superfast US Issue Sets (1) 42720 Rapid Shot Slam Set including 2 x Superfast model cars; (2) similar but with different graphics to front of packaging; (3) 42730 Rapid Shot Fire and Ice with Matchbox Superfast "Icebreaker" model - generally Mint in Excellent Plus to Near Mint sealed packaging. (3) £40 - £50

2131. Matchbox Superfast a group of US Issue Sets (1) 42710 Turbo Stunt Set includes Turbo Car and High Speed Launcher; (2) 42719 Matchbox Speed System Head to Head Challenge includes 2 x model cars; (3) 42716 Super Duper Double Looper - generally Mint in Excellent Plus to Near Mint sealed boxes. (3) £30 - £50

2132. Matchbox Superfast boxed group of US Issues to include 42722 Smash 'n Crash, 50716 Cops and Robbers Police Station with Helicopter model and figures, 50690.20 Motor City Emergency City and 42735.20 Rapid Shot Double Deep Freeze - Mint in Near Mint sealed packaging. (4) £40 - £60

2133. Matchbox Superfast MC660 a pair of Mail Order Intercom City Sets (1) Racing Centre and (2) Airport - each Set with plastic base, various buildings, accessories and model Superfast Cars - in plain white mail order only packaging - generally Mint in Excellent packaging, outer transit carton is Fair with Matchbox logos. £30 - £50

2134. Matchbox Superfast a boxed group of Military including US Issues to include 34380-1 Tundra Defence Force 17-piece Play Set including Unimog and Missile Launcher, 34380-2 Desert Command Post 18-piece Play Set including Humvee and Jeep, other Sets include 67210-2 Military Police Headquarters, 67210-3 Military Hospital, plus others - generally Mint in Near Mint sealed packaging. (9) £40 - £60

2135. Matchbox Superfast a boxed group of 5 Pack models includes US Issues to include 2 x Construction, 2 x Off Road, 2 x Super Cars, 2 x Racing Cars, 2 x Military, 2 x Hot Rods, 2 x Fire Sets, plus others - each set contains variations not duplicates - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging. (16) £50 - £70

2136. Matchbox Superfast a boxed group of 5 Pack Sets including US Issues to include Tundra Defence Force, Police Cars, Concept Cars, Convertibles, Desert Assault Force, Fire, Land, Sea & Air, Sleek Riders, plus others - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging. (14) £40 - £60

2137. Matchbox Superfast a boxed group of 5 Pack Sets to include Jungle Attack, Airport Set, Highway Crew, Crime Patrol, Rugged Riders, World Cup Soccer - "France '98", plus others and a 3 Pack Set - Emergency - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging. (16) £40 - £60

2138. Matchbox Superfast a boxed group of 10 Pack Sets - Starter Collection Sets includes Series 1 Corvette, Series 2 Cement Truck, Series 7 Hummer, Series 6 Alligator, plus others some duplication repeated within sets but does include variations - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (7) £30 - £50

2139. Matchbox Superfast a boxed group of Gift Sets and similar to include (1) 20 Pack Starter Collection; (2) Launcher 5-model Set; (3) Action Pack Mummy's Gold includes Convoy Truck; (4) Construction Zone and (5) 911 Emergency 10 Pack Set in plastic carry case in rucksack style - US Issue - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging. (5) £30 - £50
2140. Matchbox Launchers a boxed group to include Pre-production sample of Base 2000 Marine Set, also includes Standard Production Set of the same and 2 x Airport Emergency Set - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus packaging.  

£30 - £40

2141. Matchbox Superfast a boxed pair (1) 10 Pack Starter Collection containing various models - School Bus, Helicopter, GMC Wrecker and others and an interesting Pre-production mock up packaging sample of the same set (different vehicles) - generally Mint in Fair to Excellent Plus packaging.  

£30 - £40

2142. Matchbox Superfast 35369 Real Talkin US Issue Airport Set - plastic electronic play set, does contain Airport Security vehicle and figures - generally Mint in Excellent Plus sealed packaging.  

£30 - £40

2143. Matchbox Superfast a boxed group of US Issues (1) 35515 Boulder Blastin Bridge with Peterbilt Construction vehicle and figure; (2) 38122 Car Wash; (3) 38122 Car Wash similar but with alternative packaging; (4) 32987 Wrecking Zone includes Road Roller and figure - Mint in Excellent to Near Mint mostly sealed packaging.  

£30 - £50

2144. Matchbox Superfast Mattel Wheels a group of Construction Sets to include The Engineers, Dirt Haulers, Ground Tillers, Road Pavers, plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint blister cards.  

£50 - £70

2145. Matchbox Superfast Mattel Wheels a mixed carded group to include Circus Set, Ocean Set, Dirt Machines, South Pole, Police Divers, plus others - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging.  

£50 - £70

2146. Matchbox Superfast Mattel Wheels a mixed group to include 4 x Real Talkin Packs including Beach Rescue, UFO Landing, Police Chase, Military, 3 x "France '98" World Cup Sets, plus others - generally Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging.  

£50 - £70

2147. Matchbox Superfast Team Collectables - Major Baseball League 1992 Series, teams include Tigers, Yankees, Mets, Giants, Red Sox, plus many others - generally Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.  

£30 - £40

2148. Matchbox Superfast Team Collectables Major League Baseball 1994 Series - model Pick-up Trucks, teams include Pirates, Indians, Cubs, Rangers, Astros, plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  

£30 - £40

2149. Matchbox Superfast Club Car Collectable - Australian Rules Football 1996 comprising FJ Holden Vans, teams include Saints, Bears, Hawks, Magpies, Dockers, plus others some duplication - generally Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes.  

£30 - £40

2150. Matchbox Superfast Team Collectables Major Baseball League 1997 Series comprising Model Prowlers, teams include Minnesota Twins, Chicago White Sox, Baltimore Orioles, Cleveland Indians, Cincinnati Reds, plus others - generally Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  

£30 - £40

£30 - £40

2152. Matchbox Superfast "The Brasso Collection" Sales Representative Presentation Set containing MB38 Ford Model A Van "Special Anniversary Edition 75 Years of Silvo 1912-1987" - Mint in Near Mint to Mint promotional all card box, Set also contains 4 x empty tins and 1 x empty card box of various Brasso and other polishes - all of which are Mint in Good Plus lift off lid presentation case complete with inner card packing. These Sets where used by Reckitt & Colman Plc sales representatives to promote their polishing products.

£50 - £70

2153. Matchbox Superfast a boxed pair of "Lloyds" Promotional Sets comprising Aftershave and models, one set contains Porsche 959 and Ferrari Testarossa (aftershave has leaked out), the other set comprising MB38 "Yardley" Van and Lloyds Ford Model T Van - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (2)

£20 - £30

2154. Matchbox Originals 11a ERF Petrol Tanker - light blue with silver trim and wheels - Pre-production resin sample - these models were made from Lesney era castings and are particularly interesting because most retain the Lesney England casting to base (standard production models have Matchbox China).

£40 - £50

2155. Matchbox Originals 12 Land Rover - dark green, silver trim and wheels and cream driver figure, Pre-production resin sample - these models were made from Lesney era castings and are particularly interesting because most retain the Lesney England casting to the base (standard production models have Matchbox China).

£40 - £50

2156. Matchbox Originals 18a Caterpillar Bulldozer - yellow, red blade, silver wheels and black tracks, Pre-production resin sample - these models were made from Lesney era castings and are particularly interesting because most retain the Lesney England casting to the base (standard production models have Matchbox China).

£40 - £50

2157. Matchbox Originals 17a Bedford Removals Van "Matchbox Removal Service" - blue, silver trim and wheels, Pre-production resin sample - these models were made from Lesney era castings, no manufacturer or country cast into base (standard production model with Matchbox China).

£40 - £50

2158. Matchbox Originals 52 Maserati Racing Car - red, silver trim, racing number 52, black wheels and light cream driver figure, Pre-production resin sample - these models were made from Lesney era castings and are particularly interesting because most retain the Lesney England casting to the base (standard production models have Matchbox China).

£40 - £50

2159. Matchbox Originals a group of bare metal unpainted castings to include 6 Euclid Dump Truck, 26 Cement Mixer and 5 London Bus (missing wheels) - all three with Matchbox Thailand/China casting to base.

£30 - £50

2160. Matchbox Originals a group of bare metal unpainted castings to include 19 MG Midget, 32 Jaguar XK140 and 13 Bedford Wreck Truck - all three with Made in Thailand castings to base.

£30 - £50
2161. Matchbox Originals a group of Pre-production samples and parts in plastic bags with notes to casting engineers for modification including "Sid Sullivan" and include 5 London Bus, 7 Horse Drawn Milk Float, 1 Aveling & Porter Road Roller and 4 Massey Harris Tractor. (9) 
£40 - £50

2162. Matchbox Originals 9 Dennis Fire Engine a group of Pre-production sample models and parts in bags returned to casting engineers with notes for modifications including "Sid Sullivan". (8) 
£40 - £50

2163. Matchbox Originals a group of Pre-production models and parts, some in bags with notes for casting modifications, engineers include "Sid Sullivan" models include 4 Massey Harris Tractor in red, 17a Bedford Removal Van, 52 Maserati Racing Car plus others. (8) 
£40 - £50

2164. Matchbox Originals 40th Anniversary Collection Commemorative Pack - unreleased UK made sample box (no country designation printed to rear) the box also contains four unpainted samples. 
£40 - £50

2165. Matchbox Originals 40th Anniversary Collection Commemorative Pack empty box and tray - this box has printed Made in Macau on rear, this style of box was never used in production (standard production issues with Made in China printed on rear) - very rare. 
£40 - £50

2166. Matchbox Originals a box of unpainted castings and samples for 40th Anniversary models in particular interest is a group of wheels with some early dull grey castings and the brighter silver/chrome castings - these were the only choices available and the dull grey castings were rejected for production models, comes in a standard China issue box. 
£30 - £50

2167. Matchbox Originals 40th Anniversary Collection Commemorative Pack - standard issue models and inner compartment but with a rare German outer sleeve. 
£30 - £50

2168. Matchbox Originals 40th Anniversary Collection Commemorative Pack - very rare gold-plated set made for Matchbox employees in very limited numbers, this set is particularly interesting as it comes with a French issue outer sleeve - Excellent to Mint in a Excellent box. 
£100 - £120

2169. Matchbox Originals rare German issue Shop Counter Display Box contains 4 x 4 Massey Harris Tractor, 4 x 7 Horse Drawn Milk Float, 4 x 5 London Bus, 5 x 9 Dennis Fire Engine and 4 x 1 Aveling Barford Road Roller - generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes, outer shop display is Excellent. (21) 
£70 - £90

2170. Matchbox Originals #11967 rare US Exclusive Set comprising 5 models, flattened unmade boxes and red/brown 5 compartment plastic display - all generally Near Mint to Mint complete with Good outer transit carton. 
£40 - £50

2171. Matchbox Originals a mixed group to include 11964 5 model Limited Edition Set, a standard 40th Anniversary Collection 5 model Set, a Matchbox Memories 52 Maserati Racing Car Christmas Tree Ornament and 2 x 11971 17a Bedford Removal Van - blue "Mitre X" - Australian Promotional models - generally Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (5) 
£30 - £50
2172. Matchbox Originals a carded group to include 2 x 9 Dennis Fire Engine with ladder wheel variations, 2 x 1 Aveling & Barford Road Roller - orange and blue variations, 2 x 12 Land Rover - dark green, 2 x 4 Massey Harris Tractors, plus others some small duplication - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (24)  
£50 - £70

2173. Matchbox Originals a carded group to include 2 x 4 Massey Harris Tractor - green and blue variations, 2 x 5 London Bus with white and yellow decal variations, 2 x 9 Dennis Fire Engine with ladder wheel colour variations, plus others some small duplication - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (24)  
£50 - £70

2174. Matchbox Collectables a mixed group of models to include 2 x 50th Anniversary Commemorative Series, a Matchbox Collectables Mustang Collection 5 model pack, Matchbox Britain in Miniature including Limited Edition Coronation Coach, 2 x Matchbox World Class Collectors Display Stands - generally Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (6)  
£30 - £50

2175. Matchbox Collectable's 96478 and 92603 1/64 scale D.A.R.E. Collection to include Kerman Police Department California, Suffern Police Department New York, Sanibel Police Department Florida, Pima County Sheriff Department Arizona plus others, along with 2 empty trade box cartons - Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging. (12)  
£30 - £40

2176. Matchbox Collectables 1/64 scale models 96478 D.A.R.E. Police Collection 6 Models including Bellevue Police Department Washington, Portland Police Department Maine, plus 4 others and 6 x 92331 "Coke Cola" Collection Models including Ford Box Van, Chevy Transport Bus and 4 others complete with 2 empty trade boxes for same generally Near Mint to Mint.  
£30 - £40

2177. Matchbox Collectables and Matchbox Premier Collection, a group of "Coke Cola Models" to include 38104 2 model set comprising 1962 VW Beetle and Coke VW Concept 1, 37985 1957 Corvette Convertible, 35813 56 Ford Pickup, 37986 1968 Mustang Cobra Jet plus others, generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging. (24)  
£50 - £70

2178. Matchbox Collectables a mixed group to include 6 x e-bay branded Military Collection including Willys Jeep, Abrahams Tank, Sherman Tank plus others, 6 x "Steel Soldiers Collection" Military Vehicles and Tanks and 9 x Emergency Service Collection Fire Engines and similar generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (21)  
£50 - £70

2179. Matchbox Collectables a group to include Mock-up Trial plain white card boxes with 1950 Chevy Bellaire hard top as sample, also comes with standard production issue for comparison and 2000 Impala Chevy Police Car which also comes with standard production issue - interesting items, generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (4)  
£30 - £40

2180. Matchbox Collectables a mixed group to include 11 x Motor Trend collection including 1957 Chevy Bellaire hard top - blue, similar but in yellow, 1964 half Mustang soft top in green plus 5 x twin pack toys "Toys R Us" exclusive generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging (16)  
£30 - £50

2181. Matchbox Collectables a TV and Film related group to include "Friday the 13th", "Ace Ventura" - Pet Detective, "I Dream of Genie", "A Nightmare on Elm Street" - Freddie Kruger plus others generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging (11)  
£50 - £70
**2182.** Matchbox Collectables NBA Collection to include 38183 2 model set - “Michael Jordan”, Teams include Blazers, Pistons, Pacers, Orlando Magic plus others generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging (20)

£30 - £50

**2183.** Matchbox Inaugural Collection 1997 a group of twin pack models which comprise of painted colour models and an unpainted grey/silver model, examples include Holden Commodore, 97 Corvette, 56 Ford Pickup, Ford Falcon, BMW Z3 Roadster plus others generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging (10)

£40 - £60

**2184.** Matchbox Gold Collection comprising model and limited edition coin, models include Corvette T Top - red, 57 Seabird - white, Mazda RX7 - blue, BMW M-1 - metallic blue, plus others generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging (12)

£40 - £60

**2185.** Matchbox Gold Collection comprising model and limited edition coin, models include Ferrari F-40 - red, Lamborghini Countach - orange, Ferrari Testarossa - silver, Mustang Mach 3 - yellow plus others Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes (11)

£40 - £60

**2186.** Matchbox Superfast Premier Collection, 2 x mail order exclusive sets - 11795 ”JC Penney” Premier Collection collectors display stand with 8 x models including Mustang Cobra, Toyota Supra Turbo, Mazda RX-7 plus others, 2 similar but 11701 with models including Jaguar XJ6, BMW 850 and Porsche 928 2 in total generally Mint in Good plain white transit cartons.

£30 - £40

**2187.** Matchbox Superfast premier Collection, a box group of sets - 6 x “97 Corvette” collections (5 model sets) - colour variations to sets, 34326 Premier Collection select class series 4, 6 model set including Mustang Cobra - metallic blue and Corvette Stingray 3 - white and a World Class series 3 model set generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging (8)

£40 - £60

**2188.** Matchbox Premier a boxed group of 1st editions - 2 model sets with production painted model and bare metal/silver variation, models include Chevy Bellaire, 1933 Ford Street Rod, Ford F-150 4x4 Pickup Truck plus others Mint in Near Mint packaging (14)

£40 - £50

**2189.** Matchbox Premier Collection - World Class, to include series 1 Audi Avus, series 2 T-Bird Turbo Coupe, series 4 Mitsubishi Spider plus many others Mint in Excellent Plus to Near Mint packaging (40)

£70 - £90

**2190.** Matchbox Premier Collection - World Class to include series 5 Lamborghini Diablo, series 3 Jaguar XK-120, series 4 Mazda RX-7 plus many others Mint in Excellent Plus to Near Mint packaging (40)

£70 - £90

**2191.** Matchbox Premier Collection to include series 8 models, including Police Cars - Virginia State police ltd, Texas Highway Patrol Camero, World Class series 9 Ford Probe also includes other vehicles from the Premier State Police Collection including South Dakota Highway Patrol and Dallas Police Mint in Near Mint packaging (21)

£40 - £60
2192. Matchbox Premier Collection a carded group of Fire Engines and Rescue Vehicles, to include World Class series 7 Jeep Cherokee Fire Chief, Fire Collection including Park Ridge Fire Department, Miami extending ladder Truck and Westfield Airport Fire Truck plus others Mint in Near Mint packaging (16)

£30 - £50

2193. Matchbox Premier Collection, a carded group to include series 9 Corvette T-top, series 12 BMW Z-3, series 14 Camaro Z28, series 12 Corvette Stingray 3 plus many others Mint in Near Mint packaging (25)

£40 - £50

2194. Matchbox Premier Collection, including retro series 13 models include Dodge Dragster, Dragon Wheels and Big Banger also Hot Rod Collection included Corvette Grand Sport, Dodge Challenger and Pontiac GTO Mint in Near Mint packaging (14)

£50 - £70

2195. Matchbox Premier Collection a mixed carded group to include series 15 Mercedes GTC - Team Matchbox, series 16 Mitsubishi Spider, Plymouth Prowler, series 20 69 Camaro SS396, series 17 Dodge Challenger plus many others Mint in Near Mint packaging (32)

£40 - £60

2196. Matchbox Premier Collection a carded group to include Military Collection models including Bradley M2 Tank, Constructions Collection including Baco and Challenger Tractor plus Contemporary Collection Dodge Viper RT/10 and Plymouth Prowler plus others Mint in Near Mint packaging (22)

£30 - £50

2197. Matchbox Superfast a mixed carded group to include 8 x 3 pack sets including Emergency Vehicles, Construction Trucks etc. 3 x "Coke Cola" 2 pack Christmas sets including Dads 1968 Ford Mustang in green and Sons 1993 Ford Mustang hard top in red, 92199 Secret Santa Cars 3 model Christmas Stocking sets and a "Woolworths" exclusive Creature Cars 4 model set generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging (13)

£30 - £50

2198. Matchbox Superfast unusual plastic display case with compartments for 42 models (most have the full 75) has double label to top of display - Matchbox 75 Superfast Streakers Rolamatics, condition is generally Fair with some cracks and missing pieces from hinged clear lid, however an unusual item sourced from a Tool Maker at Lesney

£30 - £50

2199. Unusual collectors item Match box Umbrella - yellow with "Matchbox" logos in red around outer rim with pale coloured wooden handle overall length approx. 34in, 87cm condition is unused, Excellent condition with some original packaging.

£20 - £30

2200. Matchbox a group of shop display signs and hangers to include (1) "Motor City" in blue graph paper style design 65cm by 20cm - single sided design, (2) Matchbox "Get in the Fast Lane" - orange/yellow 52cm by 19cm - double sided design. (3) Matchbox "My First Matchbox" style - yellow/red/blue/white 56cm by 15cm with 2 punched hanging holes. All generally Excellent (3)

£30 - £40

2201. Matchbox a group of shop display signs and hangers to include (1) "Motor City" in blue graph paper style design 65cm by 20cm - single sided design, (2) Matchbox "Get in the Fast Lane" - orange/yellow 52cm by 19cm - double sided design. (3) Matchbox "My First Matchbox" style - yellow/red/blue/white 56cm by 15cm with 2 punched hanging holes. Condition Good to Excellent (3)

£30 - £40
2202. Matchbox a group of shelf runners (1) Blue graph paper design. (2) Orange/yellow graphics. (3) Blue My first Matchbox style "Fun Toys for Young Learners". (4) "Learning is Fun with Matchbox". (5) "Dinky" - red/gold/blue/white from the Matchbox Dinky collection. All generally Excellent (5)

£40 - £50

2203. Matchbox a group of shelf runners (1) Blue graph paper design. (2) Orange/yellow graphics. (3) Blue My first Matchbox style "Fun Toys for Young Learners". (4) "Learning is Fun with Matchbox". (5) "Dinky" - red/gold/blue/white from the Matchbox Dinky collection. All generally Excellent (5)

£40 - £50

2204. Large card shop display "Woolworths" features red Jaguar XJ6 - Free when you buy any 3 Matchbox miniatures from Woolworths 36in by 20in double sided design, generally Good some light damage to corners and edges but an unusual interesting item.

£30 - £50

2205. Matchbox a large card shop advertising display with large "Matchbox" logo in black on white background with yellow and red border and blue graph paper design includes 3 hanging holes at the top 100cm by 50cm double sided design generally Excellent a few creases and light wear to edges, some small tape residue.

£40 - £50

2206. Matchbox Superfast a collection of printers proofs/cards, 1 for blister card design "Get in the Fast Lane" another for 50018.20 Ferrari gift set and 4 for Matchbox Premier Collection including Riggs series 2 Kenworth and Ford Aeromax models, interesting items. (6)

£40 - £50

2207. Matchbox 2 x Form card Toy Fair/Convention Displays, 33cm by 48cm with plastic compartment for leaflets, 1. "Austin Powers" - 1st edition Star Car Bus 2. Matchbox collectables Tow Truck - web exclusive generally Excellent, unusual items. (2)

£30 - £40

2208. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear - Y21 Aveling Porter Steam Road Roller - "Betsy" - Fred Dibnah Steeplejacks, an interesting group of development items including original coloured photo of the real vehicle, black and white printers proof, 2 x card printers proofs using 2 different brown inks and a complete prototype preproduction box - dark red card colour, standard production is brown, and with a standard production Matchbox collectables model. (5)

£40 - £60

2209. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, Y21 Aveling Porter Steam Road Roller "Betsy" - Fred Dibnah Steeplejacks preproduction prototype model with decals/transfers to model and with a preproduction prototype box - dark red card - standard production is brown.

£40 - £60

2210. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, Y037 1929 Garret Steam Wagon - "Pickfords" - preproduction prototype box with 2 sample models (both unboxed) (3)

£40 - £50

2211. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y19 Fowlers Showman Engine "Billy Smarts Coronation Amusements" - "Norah" - preproduction prototype model with decals/transfers (canopy and supports are loose) with 2 sample models for comparison (3)

£40 - £50

Other Vendors
2212. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, a group of preproduction/trial models (1) White Well Ford Model T Van - "Every Ready" - gold, brown roof and chassis, gold parts and red 12-spoke wheels (2) Y30 Mac AC Truck - cream/green - Great Beers of the World Trial Model (3) YPP04 Dodge Route Van "Express Delivery" - blue with chrome trim and hubs, Excellent to Near Mint unboxed (3) £40 - £60

2213. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y5 Talbot Van - "Elle Brown" Ice Cream Van - yellow, black roof and with red moulded rear section marked Ices 2D - interesting unusual model code 3 issue, unboxed generally Excellent £20 - £30

2214. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y11 Lagonda drop head Coupe - copper body, gold chassis, chrome 24-spoke wheels, black seats and textured rear luggage trunk and with trial bright red folded hood, generally Excellent (missing from grill) unboxed £30 - £50

2215. Y16 Mercedes Benz SS Coupe - colour trial model - dark blue body, metallic steel blue chassis, black seat grill and luggage trunk and blue 24-spoke wheels. Excellent Plus unboxed £40 - £60

2216. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 Models (1) Y21 Ford Model TT Van - "Prebelli Industries" - metallic blue, black roof and chassis with gold parts and 12-spoke wheels (2) Y9 Leyland Subsidy Lorry - "Berisford Charcoal" - grey red chassis and dark green wheels (3) YY030A/SB - Mack Truck "Jens Teds" - blue cab with red back and cream canopy (4) Y2 Prince Henry Vauxhall - a century of Vauxhall - pale yellow, silver bonnet, black chassis and gold 24-spoke wheels Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes (4) £50 - £70

2217. Matchbox models of Yesteryear Y4 1905 Shand Mason Horse Drawn Fire Engine - black horses, type B ash can to footplate, type B hose lock sides, type 2 draw bar and London type 4 logo, generally Excellent but does have small fracture to underside of casting in Good Plus type D2 box £20 - £30

2218. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear G7 Veteran and Vintage gift sets comprising Y2 1911 Renault 2-seater, Y5 1929 4.5l Blower Bentley, Y10 Mercedes 36/220 (front headlamp bent), Y15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost and Y16 1904 Spyker Excellent to Near Mint in a generally Good inner tray and outer sleeve (some small stains to 1 side) £50 - £70

2219. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 Ford Model T Van "Motor 100" - glossy brown body, dark brown roof, red 12-spoke wheels and complete with certificates - limited to 2300 models, Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes (3) £40 - £60

2220. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group of early models, to include Y1 Allchin Traction Engine - green with copper boiler door and angled unpainted rear treads, Y11 Aveling & Porter Steam Roller - green including roof supports, Y2 B type London Bus - red - 8/4 window design, Y3 E Class Tram Car - cream roof, black plastic wheels, Y4 Sentinel Steam Wagon - grenadised wheels with crimped axles and Y6 AEC Y type Lorry - Osram Lamps - light grey - grenadised wheels and crimped axles Good Plus to Excellent Plus in Fair to Good boxes (6) £60 - £80
2221. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of early models, Allchin Traction Engine - angled rear unpainted treads and silver boiler door, Y7 Leyland Van - Jacobs, dark brown body with cream roof, Y9 Fowler "Big Lion" Showmans Engine - dark maroon, Y11 Aveling and Porter Steam Roller - green with black roof supports and Y12 London horse drawn Bus Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus boxes (5) £50 - £70

2222. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of early models, to include Y5 Le Mans Bentley - British racing green including folded hood, racing number 5 and crimped axles, Y8 Morris Cowley Bullnose - tan body, dark brown chassis with riveted axles, Y10 TP Mercedes - cream, type 2 wide seat panel, green seats and plated exhaust, similar but with darker green seats and unplated exhaust Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes (4) £40 - £60

2223. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group, to include Y15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - green, black seats and harder to find grey treaded tyres, 2 x Y16 Spyker Veteran automobiles - both pale yellow and a Models of Yesteryear G7 gift set comprising Y1 Ford Model T Car, Y3 Benz Limousine, Y11 Packard Land au Lait and Y14 Maxwell Roadster (no plastic window) Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes £30 - £40

2224. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - "Carnation Farm Products" colour trial model - green body, plum red chassis, bright red tank, cream roof, black seat, gold parts and bright red 12-spoke wheels Near Mint unboxed £40 - £50

2225. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 Ford Model T Van - "Cerebos" - mid blue body, black chassis, yellow roof, black seats, red 12-spoke wheels with white wall tyres and chrome plated parts - rare variation, generally Excellent does have some small chips and touch ins to roof in Excellent straw box £40 - £50

2226. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y5 1929 4.5l Bentley a boxed group (1) British racing green body, racing number 5, green seats and tonneau type A baseplates (2) similar but type B baseplates, silver radiator shell and dark red seats (3) similar but with bright red seats (4) similar but F type window box (seats faded) Good to Near Mint in generally Good boxes (4) £40 - £50

2227. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group, to include Y10 Mercedes Benz 36/220 - white, red seats and double spare wheels to rear, similar but with single spare wheel (seat slightly faded), Y6 type 35 Bugatti - French racing blue, gold radiator shell and wheels and red dashboard and floor, similar but Italian racing blue with white dash and floor plus 3 unboxed models including Shan Mason Fire Engine (missing driver figure) Good to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes (7) £40 - £60

2228. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of models in wood grain style window boxes, including Y13 Crossley RAF Tender - olive canopies, Y4 1909 Opal Coupe - orange/black, Y9 1912 Simplex - red with black canopy plus others and a Y16 Mercedes Benz SS coupe - metallic silver/red in G type window box Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent Plus boxes (23) £30 - £50

2229. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group, to include special limited edition models including YS65 Austin 7 collection, YS38 Passenger Coach and horses, a selection of models in maroon window boxes including Y7 Ford A Wreck Truck - shell and 2 x Y14 ERAR1B - blue/yellow plus others Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes (32) £30 - £50
2230. Matchbox a mixed group of models, to include Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y6 type 35 Bugatti - Italian racing red in Good original box, Matchbox Superfast - "Lady Penelope"s" Rolls Royce Fab 1- "Thunderbirds", unboxed Superfast models including Ford group 6, Armoured Truck, Badger plus a few empty boxes Fair to Mint - packaging is Fair to Good (17)

£20 - £30

2231. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed early group, to include Y5 1929 4.5l Bentley - British racing green, red tonneau and racing number 5, Y11 Lagonda drop head Coupe - gold/dark maroon, Y10 1928 Mercedes Benz 36/220 - white, red seats with single spare wheel plus others Fair to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (22)

£30 - £50

2232. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group, to include Y13 Crossley RAF Tender - tan rear canopy and pale tan tilt, Y1 Jaguar SS100 - cream, Y24 Bugatti T44 - black/yellow, Y6 1920 Rolls Royce Fire Engine plus others Fair to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (19)

£30 - £40

2233. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large mixed group to include, Y12 Ford Model T Van - Suze, similar but Pepsi Cola, Y24 Bugatti T44, Y4 Dusenberg - silver/blue, Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - Castrol plus others Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (48)

£50 - £70


£30 - £40

2235. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear an early group of models, to include Y1 Allchin Traction Engine with angled rear treads and gold boiler door, Y6 AEC Lorry - Osram Lamps - light grey with grenadised wheels and crimped axles, Y2 B type Bus 8/4 window design with black wheels and riveted axles, Y11 Aveling and Porter Steam Roller - green including roof supports and 2 x Y3 E class Tram Car - red with cream roof and grenadised wheels and similar but with white roof and black plastic wheels Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes (6)

£50 - £70

2236. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear an early group, to include Y5 Le Mans Bentley - British racing green including folded hood, red seats and riveted axles, Y10 GP Mercedes - light cream type 2 side brace and dark green seats, Y11 Aveling and Porter Steam Roller - green including roof supports, Y2 B type Bus - 8/4 window design, grenadised wheels with crimped axles, Y3 E Class Tram Car - light cream roof with black plastic wheels and an unboxed Y4 Sentinel Steam Wagon - Sand and Gravel Supplies - blue with grenadised wheels and crimped axles Excellent Plus to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus boxes (6)

£50 - £70

2237. Matchbox Models of Yesterday a mixed group of models, to include Y15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - green with grey treaded tyres, 2 x Y10 Mercedes Benz 36220, Y1 Ford Model T Car - red with black seats and roof plus others and 5 x unboxed models including Y4 Shand Mason Fire Engine (no crew) Fair to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes (12)

£40 - £50

2238. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y8 1914 Stutz Type 4E Roadster - glossy red body and chassis, brass 12-spoke wheels, copper petrol tank, dark red grille and with bright red seats and hood - generally Excellent in Fair box; (2) Y3 1934 Riley MPH -metallic purple body, ruby red chassis, cream seats and grille and with unplated parts and 24-spoke wheels - unboxed Excellent (a few small chips to rear of seat). (2)

£30 - £40
2239. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear an unboxed group of models, to include 4 x Y13 Crossley RAF Tender - 1 has pale tan front tilt, 3 x Y5 Peugeot - gold and yellow variations, 2 x Y11 Lagonda - gold/dark maroon and copper/gold plus others Fair to Near Mint unboxed (27)
£30 - £40

2240. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group, to include Y4 Model J Duesenberg - 2-tone brown, Y12 Ford Model T Van - Captain Morgan with harder to find black seats, 3 x code 3 - repainted models, 2 x Matchbox Superfast 43 Steam Locomotive and 44 Passenger Coach plus others Fair to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (23)
£30 - £50

2241. Corgi a boxed group, (1) Vintage Glory of Steam 80105 Fowler B6 Showmans Locomotive and Badge - "Supreme" (2) similar CC20106 Fowler B6 Showmans Engine (The Lion) - Anderton and Rowland Lightning Swirl (3) CC20107 Fowler B6 - John Murphy's Proud Peacocks Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes (3)
£30 - £50

2242. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large mixed group predominantly in straw boxes, to include Y12 Ford Model T - Coke Cola, Y3 Ford Model 3 Tanker - Express Dairy, Y23 AEC Omnibus - "Wright" - Code 3 Model, Y14 Stutz Bearcat - red/cream, Y4 Model J Duesenberg - 2-tone green, and 3 models in wood grain boxes Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes (31)
£50 - £70

2243. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group in straw window boxes, to include Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - Zeroline, Y13 Crossley Truck - Evans Bros, Y12 Ford Model T Van - Birds Custard powder, Y11 1938 Lagonda drop head coupe - cream/black plus others - some duplication and 3 limited edition 5 pack model sets generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes (43)
£40 - £60

2244. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group, to include Y28 1907 Unic Taxi - red, 2 x Y27 Foden Steam Lorry - Pickfords, Y16 Mercedes SS - blue with grey side panels, similar but white plus others Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes (44)
£40 - £60

2245. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of model cars in straw window boxes, to include 2 x Y15 Packard Victoria, 2 x Y14 Stutz Bearcat - red/cream, 2 x Y7 Rolls Royce - yellow/black plus others generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes (32)
£40 - £60

2246. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y1 Allchin Traction Engine - green body, dark red front wheel, angled painted dark red rear wheels riveted axles and gold boiler door, Excellent Plus couple of very small chips but clean and bright example in a Good D type box
£40 - £50

2247. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group of early models, to include Y13 American General Class Locomotive "Santa Fe" - dark green, Y14 Duke of Connaught Locomotive, Y9 Fowler "Big Lion" Showmans Engine - dark maroon - copper boiler door, Y11 Aveling and Porter Steam Roller - green with black roof supports plus others Good Plus to Excellent plus in Fair to Good boxes (8)
£60 - £80
2248. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, to include Y8 Sunbeam Motorcycle with Milford Sidecar - chrome with dark green seat, 2 x Y5 4.5l Bentley - green and red tonneau variations, 2 x Y16 Spyker Veteran Automobile bright and pale yellow variations plus others and an unboxed Y6 AEC Lorry - Osram lamps - dark grey Good to Excellent Plus in Poor to Good boxes (9)

£50 - £70

2249. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group, to include Y11 Lagonda drop head Coupe - gold with dark maroon chassis, Y5 4.5l Bentley - British racing green, red tonneau and racing number 5, Y10 Mercedes Benz 36/220 - white, bright red seats and single rear spare plus others Fair to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes (20)

£30 - £50

2250. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group of models in wood grain style boxes, to include 2 x Y13 RAF Tender - olive green and tan canopies, 2 x Y3 Riley and PH - purple and ruby red colour variations, Y1 Jaguar SS100 - cream, Y4 Opal Coupe - orange/black plus many others Fair to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes (36)

£40 - £60

2251. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of harder to find variations, (1) Y12 Ford Model T Van - Arnotts Biscuits - single label matt black roof (2) similar but Sunlight Seife (3) similar but Suze - gloss black roof (4) Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - Zerolene, Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes (4)

£40 - £60

2252. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large box group in straw style window boxes, to include Y5 Talbot Van - Langendorf - code 2, Y12 Ford Model T Van - Coke Cola, Y23 AEC S type Omnibus - The National Tramway Museum - code 3 plus many others some duplication Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes (84)

£50 - £70

2253. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group in straw style window boxes, to include Y21 Ford A Woody Wagon, Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - Express Dairy, Y29 Walker Electric Van - Harrods, Y23 AEC S type Omnibus - The National Tramway Museum - code 3 issue plus many others, some duplication, Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes (67)

£50 - £70

2254. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group in straw style window boxes, to include Y12 Ford Model T Van - Coke Cola, Y29 Walker Electric Van - Harrods Special Bread Delivery, Y12 Ford Model T Van - Captain Morgan, Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - British Petroleum plus many others, some duplication, Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes (54)

£50 - £70

2255. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group in straw style window boxes, to include Y21 Ford A Woody Wagon, Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - Express Dairy, Y19 1912 Rolls Royce - yellow, Y29 Walker Electric Van - Harrods plus many others, some duplication, Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes (64)

£50 - £70

2256. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group in straw style window boxes, to include Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - Zerolene, Y23 AEC S type Omnibus - The National Tramway Museum - code 3 issue, Y10 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - Silver with dark red seats, Y19 Auburn Speedster 2-tone brown plus many others, some duplications, Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes (66)

£50 - £70
2257. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group in straw style window boxes, to include Y5 Talbot Van - Beaulieu - code 3 issue, 5 x Y14 Stutz Bearcat - cream/green, Y21 Ford A Woody Wagon - A & J Box plus many others, some duplication, Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes (64)

£50 - £70

2258. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group in straw style window boxes, to include 2 x Jaguar SS100 - green, 2 x Y7 Rolls Royce - yellow, Y18 Cord 812 - plum red and similar but bright red, 3 x Lagonda drop head Coupe - cream with black chassis plus many others some duplication Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent Plus boxes (60)

£60 - £80

2259. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group in maroon style window boxes, to include Y25 Renault AG Van - British Red Cross, Y21 Ford Model TT Van - Osram, Y7 Model A Ford Wreck Truck - Shell, 3 x Beaulieu Autojumble Mack Trucks - code 3 issues plus many others, some duplication, generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes (58)

£50 - £70

2260. Matchbox Model of Yesteryear a large boxed group in maroon style window boxes, to include 4 x Beaulieu Autojumble Mack Trucks - code 3 issues, Y7 Ford A Wreck Truck - Barlow & Son and similar Shell, Y23 Mack AC Tanker - Texaco plus many others, some duplication, Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes (58)

£50 - £70

2261. Matchbox Model of Yesteryear a large boxed group in maroon style window boxes, to include Y26 Crossley Beer Lorry - Lowenbrau, Y18 Atkinson Model D Steam Wagon - Burghfield, 3 x Beaulieu Autojumble Mack Trucks - code 3 issues, Y8 Unic Taxi - red plus many others some duplication Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes (58)

£50 - £70

2262. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group in maroon style window boxes, to include Foden Steam Wagon Y27 Foden Steam Wagon and Trailer - Frasers of Ipswich, Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - Shell, 4 x Beaulieu Autojumble - code 3 issues, Y22 Ford Model A Van - Canada Post in correct issue box plus many others some duplication, Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes (58)

£50 - £70

2263. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group in maroon style window boxes, to include 4 x Beaulieu Autojumble Mack Trucks - code 3 issues, Y27 Foden Steam Lorry - Guinness, Y18 Atkinson Steam Wagon - Bass & Co, Y25 Renault AG Van - James Neil plus many others some duplication Excellent to Near Mint in Fair To Near Mint boxes (58)

£50 - £70

2264. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group in maroon style window boxes, to include Y27 Foden Steam Wagon and Trailer - Fraser of Ipswich, 4 x Beaulieu Autojumble Mack Trucks - code 3 issues, Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - Red Crown Gasoline, Y21 Ford Model TT Van - Osram plus many others some duplications, Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes (60)

£50 - £70

2265. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group in maroon style window boxes, to include 2 x Y12 Ford Model T Van - Heinz, Y27 Foden Steam Lorry - Aldershot & District - code 3, 3 x Beaulieu Autojumble Mack Lories - code 3 issues, Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - Carnation plus many others Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes (60)

£50 - £70
2266. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group in maroon style window boxes, to include 4 x Beaulieu Autojumble Mack Trucks - code 3 issues, Y25 Renault AG Ambulance - British Red Cross, 2 x Y23 Mack AC Tanker - Texaco, Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - Shell plus many others Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes (60) £50 - £70

2267. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group in maroon style window boxes, to include Y27 Foden Steam Wagon and Trailer - Frasers of Ipswich, 3 x Beaulieu Autojumble Mach Trucks - code 3 issues, Y18 Atkinson Steam Wagon - sand & gravel, Y25 Renault AG Van - James Neil & Son plus many others Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes (60) £50 - £70

2268. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group in maroon style window boxes, to include Y16 Mercedes Benz SS - red/silver Y8 1945 MGTC - cream/brown, Y6 Rolls Royce Fire Engine, Y21 BMW 507, 7 x Diorama issues plus others Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes some duplication (35) £30 - £50

2269. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y17 1938 Hispano Suiza - 2-tone green, black roof and gold 24-spoke wheels, a large multiple group of diorama issues - may include variations Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (25) £30 - £40

2270. Matchbox models of Yesteryear a boxed group of models in maroon style window boxes to include 2 x 2 model sets D.301, a 3-model limited edition gift set, GP Racing Cars including Ferrari Dino, 6 x diorama issues plus others Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes (21) £30 - £40

2271. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear framed cabinet issues (1) "Samuel Smith" - Yorkshire Steam Wagon (2) "Swan Vestas" Tramcar (3) "Swan Fountain Pens" - Leyland Titan Bus Near Mint to Mint all 3 are with inner polystyrene packing only no outer cases and with (4) YY60 Connoisseur limited edition gift set containing 6 models in wooden presentation box with inner packing, certificate and plastic cover (no key or outer packing) models generally Near Mint with no signs of corrosion in a Good wooden case (4) £40 - £50


2273. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of special limited edition models, to include YS-16 Scammell 100 Truck Trailer with G.E.R Class Locomotive, Y19 Fowler Showman Engine, Y12 Stephenson Rocket, 2 x YS65 special limited edition Austin 7 collection plus others Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxed (16) £50 - £70

2274. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of limited edition models, to include YS16 Scammell 100 Truck and Trailer with G.E.R Class Locomotive, YS43 1905 Busch self-propelled Fire Engine, YS39 Passenger Coach and horses, YS38 Rolls Royce armoured car plus many others Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes most with outer protective sleeves (14) £60 - £80
2275. Matchbox a mixed group, to include 15 x YY66 Her Majesty's Gold State Coach, 7 x Matchbox Superfast Pill, Potions and Powders set comprising Ford Model A Vans, a similar set but The Circus comes to Town, Matchbox Master Class Collection Porsche 911 Carrera Cabriolet, Matchbox Originals 40th Anniversary Collection plus others Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes (28) £50 - £70

2276. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, 7 x YS65 special limited edition collection and 15 x YY66 Her Majesty's Gold State Coach Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes (22) £50 - £70

2277. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a late group of models in plastic window boxes, to include Y61 Cadillac Fire Engine, Y62 Ford Model AA Truck - Peacock, Y32 Yorkshire Steam Wagon - Samuel Smiths, Y1 Jaguara S100 - red, Y18 Cord - yellow plus many others some duplication Near Mint to Mint to Fair to Excellent boxes (46) £50 - £70

2278. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of late models in plastic window boxes, to include Y18 Cord - yellow, Y2 Supercharge Bentley - burgundy, Y11 Bugatti type 35, 6 x Y44 Renault Bus - yellow plus others some duplication, Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (46) £50 - £70

2279. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of late models in plastic window boxes, to include 5 x Y17 Hispano Suiza - 2-tone green, 3 x Y18 Cord - yellow, Y36 Rolls Royce Phantom - red/black plus others Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (46) £50 - £70

2280. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of late models in plastic window boxes, to include 3 x Y19 Auburn Speedster - cream/brown, 4 x Y44 Renault Bus - yellow, 2 x Y16 Mercedes Benz SS - grey/black plus others some duplication Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (46) £50 - £70

2281. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of late models in plastic window boxes, to include 2 x Y24 Bugatti T44 - black with red door panels, 2 x Y16 Mercedes Benz SS - grey/black, Y36 Rolls Royce Phantom - red/black, Y27 Foden Steam Wagon - Joseph Rank plus others some duplication Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (45) £50 - £70

2282. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of late models in plastic window boxes, to include 3 x Y14 Stutz Bearcat - cream/blue, 3 x Y19 Auburn Speedster - cream/brown, Y1 Jaguar SS100 - red, Y34 Cadillac 452 - blue with cream hood plus many other some duplication Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (45) £50 - £70

2283. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a late group of late models in plastic boxes, to include 2 x Y11 Bugatti type 35 - French racing blue, 3 x Y19 Auburn Speedster - cream/brown, Y12 GMC Van - Goanna plus others some duplication Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (45) £50 - £70

2284. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of late models in plastic window boxes, to include 2 x Y14 Stutz Bearcat - cream/blue, 3 x Y24 Bugatti - black with red side panels, Y27 Foden Steam Wagon - Joseph Rank, Y21 Ford Model TT - Du Bonnet plus others some duplication Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes (46) £50 - £70
2285. Matchbox Collectables "Great Beers of the World", YGB01 Model A Ford Van "Castlemaine XXXX" through to YGB24 Bedford Stake Bed Truck "Tooheys" plus others Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes (24)  
£40 - £60

2286. Matchbox Collectables "The Steam Powered Vehicle Collection", YAS01 1829 Stephenson Rocket through to YAS12 Foden Steam Wagon "R Brett & Son" plus some duplicate models from the same series Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes (21)  
£60 - £80

2287. Matchbox Collectables "Models of Yesteryear Fire Engine Series", models to include YFE01 Mack AC Fire Truck, YFE02 1952 Land Rover Auxiliary, YFE08 Leyland Cub FK-7 Fire Engine plus others Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes (12)  
£50 - £70

2288. Matchbox Collectable a group to contain 6 x Citroen Type H Vans "A Taste of France", YTF1 "Evian" through to YTF6 "Pommery" and 8 x Power of the Press series YPP01 Renault AG "Le Figaro" through to YPP08 Ford Model A Van "The Washington Post" Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes (12)  
£50 - £70

2289. Matchbox Collectables "The Best of Scotland Collection" YWG01 1930 Ford Model A "Ballantynes" through to YWG06 1932 Ford Model AA "Teachers" Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes (6)  
£40 - £60

2290. Matchbox Collectables "The Worlds Legendary Spirits Collection" YYM37788 1948 GMC Coe - "Jim Beam" through to YYM37793 1929 Morris Light Van "Beefeater" Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes (6)  
£40 - £60

2291. Matchbox Collectables "Oldies but Goodies" DYG01 1967 Ford Mustang through to DYG08 1955 Ford Thunderbird Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes (8)  
£50 - £70

2292. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Heritage Horse Drawn Carriages" YSH1 Gypsy Caravan 1900, YSH2 London Omnibus 1886, YSH3 Wells Fargo Stage Coach 1875 Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes (3)  
£40 - £60

2293. Matchbox Collectables a mixed group to include YY21A/SA Ford Woody Wagon - Pepsi Vintage, YY030A/SB Mack AC Fisherman's Wharf, Y37 Garretts Steam Wagon - Chester Mystery Plays plus others Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes (13)  
£50 - £70

The Kent Collection
Hot Wheels

2294. Hot Wheels a large carded group, to include Planet Hot Wheels Roll Patrol, Work Crewsers, Track Aces, Police Academy, All Terrain Motor X plus many others Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging (60)  
£50 - £70
2295. Hot Wheels a large carded group to include 35th Anniversary Boom box, Power Panel, Roll Patrol, Mustang Mack 1 Police Car, Pride Rides plus many others Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging (60) **£50 - £70**

2296. Hot Wheels a large carded group, to include Hot 100 Eattrax Corvette, similar but Plymouth Barracuda, Demolition Dairy Delivery, Crooze Ooz Coupe plus others Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging (60) **£50 - £70**

2297. Hot Wheels a large carded group, to include Flaming Hot Wheel Ford Escort, Wild Wave Bank-draft, Pontiac Firebird, Hydro Jet, Open Roadster plus many others Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging (60) **£50 - £60**

2298. Hot Wheels a large carded group, to include Mustang Cobra, Porsche 959, Corvette SR-2, Pikes Peak Tacoma, Ford 1979 Pickup plus many others Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging (60) **£50 - £70**

2299. Hot Wheels a large carded group - to include Impala 1959, Ford 1940 Pickup - "Harley Davidson", 97 Corvette, Arachnorod, Slide Out - lime green plus many others Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent Plus packaging (60) **£50 - £70**

2300. Hot Wheels a large carded group, to include Fright Bike, Dodge Charger 1967, XT-3, VW Bug - brown with flames, Phaeton metallic red plus many others Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent Plus packaging (60) **£50 - £70**

2301. Hot Wheels a large carded group, to include Rapid Transit - green, Surf Patrol 4x4, Dodge RAM 1500 Pickup Truck, Asphalt Jungle - Big Pig Dogs, plus many others Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging (60) **£50 - £70**

2302. Hot Wheels a large carded group, to include The Gov'n'er - black, Realistix - Cockney Cab, Pride Rides 1936 Cord, Morris Mini Cooper plus many others Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging (60) **£50 - £70**

2303. Hot Wheels a large carded group, to include Toyota RSC - silver, Armoured Car, Tropical Ice Cream Van, Porsche Cayman S - yellow, Ford 1932 State Trooper plus many others Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging (60) **£50 - £70**

2304. Hot Wheels a large carded group, to include Cabbin Fever, Lincoln Continental - black, Fandango - orange, Super Comp Dragster, Hyper Mite plus many others Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent Plus packaging (60) **£50 - £70**

2305. Hot Wheel a large carded group, to include Pontiac Firebird - handy, Custom Comaro 1959 - metallic purple, Ford Victoria 1932 - 2-tone metallic pink/purple, Evil Twin - Skull car, Grave Rave - Van plus many others Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus packaging (60) **£50 - £70**

2306. Hot Wheels a large carded group, to include Ford Wheeler, Hot Wheels Stars Tank, Torpedo Jones, Taxi - black/yellow, Pop-off - metallic purple, Street Beast II plus many others Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus packaging (60) **£50 - £70**
2307. Hot Wheels a large carded group, to include Speed-a-Saurus - green/gold, Final Run - power-boat, Sand Stinger Quad Bike, Phaeton Drag Car, Volkswagen New Beetle Cup plus many others Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging (60)

£50 - £70

2308. Hot Wheels a large carded group, to include Tropical Ice Cream Van - green, Red Line 1969 Pontiac Firebird - purple, Fire-eater Fire Engine - yellow, Shredster - yellow/purple, Hot Seat - Toilet Car plus many others Near Mint to Mint Fair to Excellent packaging (60)

£50 - £70

2309. Hot Wheels a mixed group, to include 6 x Acceleracers and 17 x World Race Nitrox including Street Breed, Road Beasts, Scorchers, Dune Ratz and Wave Rippers, Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging (23)

£50 - £70

2310. Hot Wheels a boxed group of 5 pack models, to include Cyborg City, Forces of Nature, Fire Ball, Harley Davidson, Spider Slam plus others generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging (a few packs packaging Poor, stored damp) (24 packs - 120 individual models)

£50 - £70

2311. Hot Wheels a boxed group of 5 pack models, to include Crazy Cars, Corvettes, Hot Trucks, X-Raycers, Car Meet plus others Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging (a few packs are Poor, been stored damp) (24 packs - 120 Individual models)

£50 - £70

2312. Hot Wheels a mixed group, to include an Action Pack Ski set, Track Stars Fuel & Fire, Trucking Transporters, 3 x 3 pack sets some boxed play sets including McDonalds Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent Plus packaging (18)

£30 - £50

2313. Hot Wheels a carded group, to include 1993 T Bird - metallic red/silver, Mustang Cobra - purple, Austin - black/silver, Hot Bird - Blimp, 1940 Ford Pickup Truck - Harley Davidson plus others Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus packaging (60)

£50 - £70

2314. Hot Wheels a large carded group, to include Plymouth Road Runner Taxi - yellow/black, Arial Attack - Blimp, Split Vision - chrome/yellow, Camaro - metallic blue with flames, Hot Wheels Stars Motorcycle plus many others Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus packaging (60)

£50 - £70

2315. Hot Wheels a large carded group, to include Rat Rods, Dragsters, Hot Wheels Stars, Muscle Mania, Custom Cougar, Ferrari 333SP plus many others, Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent Plus packaging (60)

£50 - £70

2316. Hot Wheels a large carded group, to include final run Lamborghini Diablo in red, 1979 Ford F150 - Millets, Splittin Image plus others Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging (60)

£50 - £70

2317. Hot Wheels a large carded group, to include Asphalt jungle Anglia Van - yellow - Monkey, Ford Mustang, Dragster, Faster than Ever, 2007/2008 First Editions plus others, Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging (60)

£50 - £70
2318. Hot Wheels a large carded group to include 56 Flashsider, Surf's Up 4x4, 69 Mercury Cougar Eliminator, Revealers Army Car, Hot Wheels Stars, At-A-Tude, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (60) £50 - £70

2319. Hot Wheels a large carded group to include Bread Box, Night Burner, Tail Dragger - California, Street Racers Ice Cream Van, Scooby-Doo Mystery Machine, Tarmac Attack, Thrill Racers Jungle 11 - VW Beetle, plus many others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus packaging. (60) £50 - £70

2320. Hot Wheels a large carded group predominantly Hot Wheels Workshop to include Dodge Challenger Concept, 52 Chevy Pick-up Truck, 68 Copo Camaro, Pass N Gasser, Lotus Esprit S1, plus others including A Team Chevy Van - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus packaging. (55) £40 - £60

2321. Hot Wheels a large carded group on long cards - Hot Wheels Workshop models to include Volkswagen Beetle - white, racing number 53, 1974 Brazilian Dodge Charger - yellow, 68 Plymouth Barracuda Formula S - gold, 69 Chevelle SS 396 - white/blue, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus packaging. (50) £40 - £60

2322. Hot Wheels a large carded group predominantly Hot Wheels City models to include Ollie Rocket, Evil Weevil, Grease Rod, Cadillac CTS-V, Fiat 500 - metallic red, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (60) £40 - £60

2323. Hot Wheels a large carded group to include 3 x 70 Ford Escort RS1600 - white, Castrol logos, 96 Nissan 180 SX Type X, Mazda MX5 Miata, 63 Chevy 2 - hot pink with flames, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (60) £40 - £60

2324. Hot Wheels a large carded group - all are Hot Wheels Off Road models to include Morris Mini - orange, HW Poppa Wheelie, Datsun 620 Pick-up Truck, 68 El Camino, Skate Punk Skateboarder, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (52) £40 - £60

2325. Hot Wheels a large carded group to include Surf's Up Surf Crate, similar but Custom Ford Bronco, 2 x Motosaurus, Grass Chomper Lawn Mower Hot Rod, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (50) £40 - £60

2326. Hot Wheels a carded group to include 16 x Flying Customs including Volkswagen Baja Beetle, Amphicar Police Patrol etc, plus 16 x The Hot Ones including Volkswagen Baja Beetle and Meyers Manx, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (42) £50 - £70

2327. Hot Wheels a large carded group to include Jeep Scrambler, Custom 71 El Camino, Blastous Motorcycle, Police Pontiac GTO Judge, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (52) £40 - £60

2328. Hot Wheels a large carded group - Hot Wheels City to include Loopster - 2 different colour variations, Kool Kombi - The Surf Shop, Knight Draggin, Snoopy, The Jetsons Capsule Car, Evil Weevil, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Near Mint packaging. (55) £40 - £60
2329. Hot Wheels a large carded group to include HW Performance, Acura NSX, Mad Manga, Circle Tracker, Maximum Leeway, BMW M3 - blue, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (60)  
£40 - £60

2330. Hot Wheels a large carded group to include Arrow Dynamic, 68 Shelby GT500 - white, Volkswagen Kool Kombi - orange, Dragon Blaster, 70 Chevy Chevelle SS - blue/orange, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (60)  
£40 - £60

2331. Hot Wheels a large carded group to include 70 Chevelle - black, Bywayman Pick-up Truck - black, Hot Wheels Originals Hyper Mite, Ferrari 333 SP, Cobra 1968 - metallic green, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (60)  
£40 - £60

2332. Hot Wheels a large carded group to include Baja Bone Shaker, Scorpedo, 70 Plymouth Aarcuda, Muscle Mania Ford 12, Lotus M250, 62 Chevette, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (60)  
£40 - £60

2333. Hot Wheels a carded group - TV & Film Related includes 6 x Loony Tunes including Plymouth Satellite and Volkswagen T1 Drag Bus, several Fast and Furious models including 1970 Ford Escort RS1600 Mk.1, Spiderman models including The Lizard, Captain America - The Winter Soldier, plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (34)  
£40 - £60

2334. Hot Wheels a carded group - Cars of the Decades including 40's, 50's, 70's, 90's etc - models include 1949 Mercedes, 58 Ford F100 Panel Van, SS Express, 92 Ford Mustang, plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (39)  
£40 - £60

2335. Hot Wheels a carded group - HW Road Trippin includes Route 66 Custom Cadillac Fleetwood and Chrysler 300, Beralp Pass Megane Trophy Renault Sport, State Route 375 - Tail Dragger, plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (33)  
£40 - £60

2336. Hot Wheels a modern issue group of TV & Film Related models to include Batman Hot Rod, Harley Quinn, Spiderman Man of Steel, Aquaman, Batman Mr Freeze, plus others - Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (16)  
£40 - £60

2337. A mixed group of models predominantly Batman Related to include Batmobile Colour Shifter, Batman Live Batmobile, Batpod from The Dark Knight, 2 x 5-model Packs, plus others - generally Mint in Fair to Near Mint packaging. (33)  
£40 - £60

2338. A mixed group of models predominantly Star Wars Related including 2 x 2-pack Droid Sets, First Order Flame Trooper, Jabba the Hutt, Boba Fett plus 5 x Star Trek models including 70's Chevelle Deco Delivery and Quick D-Livery featuring various Star Trek characters including Mr Spock and James T Kirk - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (26)  
£40 - £60
2339. Hot Wheels a large carded group - models include Emoticar, Skate Brigade, Cruella de Vil, Bazoomka, Bump Around, Mazda RX7 plus many others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (60) £40 - £60

2340. Hot Wheels a large carded group to include Street Blasts - Perfect Speed, Hotweeler, Vampyra, Piranha Terror, Beat All, plus many others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (60) £40 - £60

2341. Hot Wheels a large carded group to include Muscle Mania 69 Dodge Charger, 68 El Camino, Muscle Speeder, Dodge Charger Daytona, other models include Lotus Esprit S1, Porsche 993 GT2 - orange, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (60) £40 - £60

2342. Hot Wheels a large carded group to include Legends of Speed Roller Toaster, Volkswagen Beetle, 68 Mustang, Chrysler 300 SL, Tour de Fast, Quick Bite - Fast Food, Fast Foodie Street Wiener, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (60) £40 - £60

2343. Hot Wheels a large carded group to include Hot Wheels High School Bus, HW Art Cars, Volkswagen Gold Mk.7, Cool One, Rocket Box, Super Chromes HW Popper Wheelie, Mig Rig, Hot Wheels High, plus many others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (60) £40 - £60

2344. Hot Wheels a large carded group to include HW Race Scion XB, Altered Ego, Salt Shaker, Speed Box, 2 x 2009 Ford F-150, Skyfire Helicopter, plus many others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (50) £40 - £60

2345. Hot Wheels a mixed group to include 3 x Hot Wheels Colour Shifters - Baja Breaker, Dodge Custom Van and 55 Chevy Panel, Hot Wheel re-issue Redlines Pontiac Bonneville - metallic green, Mini Cooper, Super Tuned, 6 x Formula 1 Racers, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Near Mint packaging. (40) £30 - £50

2346. Hot Wheels a mixed group to include 2 x Hot Wheels Reference Books both by Michael Zarnock - Warman's Field Guide 4th Edition and Hot Wheels Variations The Ultimate Guide 4th Edition plus 8 x 5-pack models including Surf's Up Volkswagen and a HW Metro plus a few other loose models and magazines - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint packaging where applicable. £30 - £50

2347. Hot Wheels a large carded group to include Hot Wheels City Bread Box, Fast Gassin Tanker, Volkswagen Kool Kombi 2 different colour variations, Heat Fleet, 71 Boss 351, Scooby Doo The Mystery Machine, plus many others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (60) £40 - £60

2348. Hot Wheels a large carded group to include Semi Psycho, Ferrari 458 Spider, Dirty Outlaw, Combat Medic SWAT Truck, 73 Ford Falcon XB, 5 Alarm Fire Engine, plus many others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (60) £40 - £60

Various Models
2349. Matchbox Superfast a large carded group to include 66 Dodge A100 Pick-up Truck, MBX RV, Toyota Land Cruiser, Food Truck, MBX Construction, plus many others Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint packaging. (55)

£40 - £60

2350. Matchbox Superfast a large boxed group to include Toyota Land Cruiser, MBX Adventure, MBX Construction, MBX Heroic Rescue - Buick Police Car, 60th Anniversary models including 1962 Volkswagen Bug, Routemaster Bus, 68 Mustang GT, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (46)

£40 - £60

2351. Corgi a boxed pair (1) 36502 "The Italian Job" 3-piece Mini Set and blue and white Coach; (2) 05506 similar but 3-piece Mini Set - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good packaging. (2)

£70 - £90

2352. Corgi a boxed group of TV & Film Related models (1) CC05601 "Knight Rider" Pontiac Trans Am "K.I.T.T"; (2) CC87502 "The A Team" Van with hand painted figure; (3) 57402 "Starsky & Hutch" Ford Gran Torino; (4) CC05301 Dodge Charger "The Dukes of Hazzard" - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (4)

£40 - £60

2353. Corgi a boxed group of TV & Film Related models (1) 57401 "The Professionals" - Ford Capri with figures; (2) 57404 Jaguar XJS with "The Saint" figure; (3) 57604 "The New Avengers" Steed's Range Rover; (4) 57405 similar but Gambit's Jaguar XJS - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (4)

£40 - £60

2354. Corgi a boxed group of TV & Film Related models to include CC1901 "Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels", CC50902 "The Green Hornet", 07104 "Daktari" Land Rover and figures, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus packaging. (6)

£40 - £60

2355. Corgi a mixed group to include Vintage Glory 80001 Sentinel Steam Wagon with crates - Tate & Lyle, CC10103 Foden 8-wheeled Sheeted Platform Lorry - Silver Roadways Ltd, 97335 Scammell Scarab - Eskimo Foods, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (7)

£40 - £60

2356. Corgi a mixed group to include 84486 Mack B Series Pumper Paxtonia, 97371 Bedford O Series Van - Cameron Brewery, Trackside Days Gone 2-model British Railways Set, D36/1 Zephyr Racing, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good packaging. (12)

£30 - £50

2357. A mixed group of models predominantly on blister cards to include Matchbox Streakers re-issue model, Matchbox Superfast Swiss Collection Transit Van, Johnny Lightning, James Bond 007, Maisto Muscle Machines, several Majorette carded models plus many others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (50+)

£40 - £60

2358. A mixed group of diecast models to include Lledo Days Gone Promoter Vans - Splendour, Oxford Diecast including VW Vans, Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Mercedes SS, 2 x Citroen H Vans - Michelin, Hot Wheels large scale plastic Racing Car plus others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (38)

£30 - £50
2359. Atlas Edition Dinky Toys a boxed group still mostly with Magazine Issues to include 111 Triumph TR2 Sports, 480 Bedford Van - Kodak, 540 Opel Kadett, 555 Cabriolet Ford Thunderbird, plus others - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (11)

£60 - £80

2360. Atlas Edition Dinky Toys a boxed group to include 181 Volkswagen 943 Leyland Octopus Tanker - Esso, 920 Guy Van - Heinz, plus others - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging. (8)

£50 - £70

2361. A mixed group of loose models to include 2 x Dinky 279 Road Rollers, Corgi Mercedes Benz Taxi, Conrad Mercedes Car Transporter, 1/50th scale Hitachi Euclid Dump Truck - lime green, Corgi Bonna 2500 Ambulance, plus others - Fair to Excellent Plus. (60+)

£30 - £50

2362. A mixed group of small scale models to include Matchbox Superfast Flying Bug, Matchbox Regular Wheels BP Wreck Truck, Marshall Horse Box, Matchbox Superfast Volks Dragon, a mixed selection of Hot Wheels including 12 in plastic Carry Case, some Corgi Whizzwheels - Poor to Good Plus. (50+)

£30 - £50

2363. A mixed group of loose models to include Matchbox Super Kings Mercedes 190E Taxi, Bburago Mercedes Rally Car, Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Mercedes 770, a few small scale models and modern China issue Cars - Poor to Good Plus. (50+)

£30 - £50

2364. A mixed group of boxed models to include ERTL Theodore Tug Boat Great Ocean Dock Playset, Joal 1/50th scale Truck, Joal 333 Volvo FH12-420 Tanker, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging. (8)

£30 - £50

2365. A mixed group of tinplate and plastic models (1) Hong Kong made 1/10th scale battery operated Mercedes Benz 2800 E Police Car, (2) Bradgate 28520 "Z Victor 4" The Talking Police Car, (3) Lucky Toys Sports Car and a modern issue Bump-n-Go China made Police Patrol Car - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (4)

£30 - £40

2366. A mixed group of TV & Film Related models (1) 1/18th scale Carlton 20001 "Captain Scarlet" radio control Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle; (2) Hitari RC "Knight Rider" - K.I.T.T; (3) "Danger Mouse" plastic car and figure - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good packaging. (3)

£30 - £50

2367. A mixed group of TV & Film Related to include Doyusha Atomic Submarine, Big Stingray, "Thunderbirds", Peter Pan International Rescue Game, Corgi 1/24th scale Batmobile, Mattel Fast and Furious 5-model Set, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging. (8)

£40 - £50

2368. "Small Soldiers" group to include 1/24th scale Revell Nascar, Tiger Electronics Animated Electronic Bank and Buzzsaw Tank - Good Plus to Mint not checked for completeness in Fair to Good packaging. (3)

£20 - £30

2369. A mixed group of Figures to include Full Moon Toys Puppet Master Series and Retro Puppet Master, Mattel Barbie Catwoman, "Austin Powers" Dr Evil figure, plus others - Fair to Near Mint in Poor to Good packaging. (16)

£50 - £70
2370. A mixed group of "Batman" figures to include Robin, Catwoman, The Riddler, plus others, a Bath & Shower Gel Set, a 3D Picture and Magazine Issue hardback Book - Excellent to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (12) £40 - £60

2371. A mixed group of Action figures mostly World War II German figures, includes modern Action Man issues, 21st Century or similar does include 1 x vintage Action Man also 2 x Motorcycles and Sidecars - Fair to Good (most are a little dusty). (qty) £40 - £60

2372. A mixed group of plastic modern issue Robots to include Walking Talking Toby Robot, Power Rangers style figure, Magic Mike, Magic Mike 3 and a battery operated UFO - Fair to Good. (10) £30 - £50

2373. A mixed group of plastic battery operated Robots to include Strobot, Microchip, Power Rangers style figures, Tomy Mr DJ, plus others - Fair to Good Plus unboxed. (10) £30 - £50

2374. A boxed group of plastic Robot figures to include Beat Magnum True Hero, Bandai Blue Stinger Beetle Borg, Bump-n-Go Robot, Cosmic Raider Force, plus modern issue Chinese Robot - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good packaging. (5) £30 - £50

2375. A mixed group of Toys and Figures to include Punch & Judy style Puppets, modern issue boxed Wind-up Robots x 5, plastic Tractor, tinplate toys, a selection of Britains Detail and Del Prado Military figures, plus others - Poor to Mint in Fair to Excellent Plus packaging where applicable. (28) £30 - £50

2376. A mixed group of TV & Film Related toys to include "Star Wars Revenge of the Sith" Voice Changer Helmet, 2 x Corgi Doctor Who figures including Dalek and Cyberman, Schleich Justice League figures x 6, plus others - Fair to Mint in Fair to Near Mint packaging. (21) £30 - £50

2377. A small group of Hardback Books to include "Stingray" photograph album (not complete), "Daktari" annual, 3 x "Doctor Who" annuals, "Pinky and Perky", plus others - Fair to Good Plus. (10) £10 - £20

Other Vendors

2378. Matrix 1/43rd scale MX51608-011 Pegaso Z-102 Thrill Coupe 1953 - black/red - Mint in Near Mint box. £40 - £50

2380. "Valentino Rossi" Memorabilia (1) laminated poster showing Valentino Rossi performing a wheelie 2001 World Champion 500cc Team Nastro Azzurro Honda, approximate dimensions 100cm width, 70cm height contained within rigid cardboard tube, (2) fabric banner "Yamaha Racing" featuring opposing Valentino Rossi "Ride with the Best" comes with top and bottom aluminium pole weights, approximate dimensions 190cm height, 65cm width - both are generally Excellent condition; (3) 1/12th scale Valentino Rossi Figurine - Moto GP 2010 - Laguna Seca - Mint still in outer tissue. (3) £30 - £40

2381. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 3 Trial models for "Arthur Garnett" well known model conversion specialist - models include 3 x Y5 1927 Talbot Vans, a Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van and a Y25 Renault Type AG Van in red - all generally Excellent in Good boxes. (5) £30 - £40

2382. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 3 models by well known model converter "Arthur Garnett" - all are Y12 Ford Model T Vans - "Hollands" Pies and include various Colour Trials for this model - all generally Excellent to Near Mint in Good boxes. (5) £30 - £40

2383. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 3 models from well know model converter "Arthur Garnett" includes Trial models - all are "Hollands" Pies and include Y5 Talbot Van, 2 similar models but with chrome 12-spoke wheels, one with whitewall tyres, a Y22 Ford Model A Van and a Y12 Ford Model T Van - all generally Excellent to Near Mint. (5) £30 - £40

2384. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 3 models by well know model converter "Arthur Garnett" includes Trial models - models include 2 x Y12 Ford Model T Van - Settle Carlisle, a Decal Trial Y5 Talbot Van, other Y12 Ford T Vans include Thorns Toffee and British Meat - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (8) £40 - £60

2385. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include 4 x Age of Steam vehicles YAS03, 05, 07, 08, includes Fowler B6 Crane, a YY052/B and 2 x Great Beers of the World Series including Atkinson Steam Wagon Swan - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (7) £30 - £40

2386. Matchbox Regular Wheels a mixed group to include 2 x 2 Accessory Pack, Bedford Car Transporter - blue, Major Pack M3 Tank Transporter, Thornycroft Mighty Antar Tank Transporter with Centurion Tank load, 66 Harley Davidson Motorcycle and Sidecar - bronze, 53 Ford Prefect - fawn, plus others - Fair to Good Plus (does include some repaints) in Fair to Good boxes. (12) £40 - £60

2387. Debo Toys white metal re-issue large scale Moko Horse Drawn Rag & Bone Cart components including various bodies, shanks, wheels, drivers, horses etc along with a quantity of uncut boxes and a quantity of empty milk cart boxes. (qty) £100 - £120

2388. WM Toys (Hong Kong) Cooper Racing Car - battery operated plastic model is dark green, with driver figure, battery compartment to underside, rubber tyres, racing number 2 - Near Mint ex shop stock example which comes in a Good Illustrated box (some storage marks to box). £40 - £50
2389. WM Toys (Hong Kong) Cooper Racing Car - battery operated plastic model is red, with racing number 9, driver figure, rubber tyres - Near Mint ex shop stock example, 7”/17cm long and comes in a Good illustrated box (some water spotting through storage).

£40 - £50

2390. Dinky 289 London Transport Routemaster Bus "Visit Madame Tussauds" - red including stairs, cast hubs - Near Mint in a generally Excellent window box.

£30 - £40

2391. Triang Minic Crawler tractor in 2-colour camouflage livery - scarce early example, fitted with red wooden rollers and rubber tracks, the tracks have gone hard with age but the mechanism still works - Good Plus for display - very scarce item.

£200 - £300

2392. Dinky 29c Double Decker Buses (Type 1) a group of 5 - all finished in two-tone colours with “Dunlop Tyres” - all have been restored/repainted apart from one which is only upper body - all have black smooth hubs - see photo. (5)

£120 - £140

2393. Revell Kits a group to include H906 Volkswagen; H900 Rover 3 litre; H902 Jaguar and H905 Triumph TR3 (empty box only) - others are generally Excellent to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Good Plus colourful lift off lid boxes. (4)

£50 - £60

2394. Dinky mainly pre-war group including 22 Series Open Back Truck; Stake Truck; plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair (mostly repainted/restored). (5)

£70 - £80

2395. Pilen a group of diecast made Ships to include 753 Drakar Vikingo; 2 x 781 Cirius; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Near Mint - nice bright examples. (7)

£100 - £120

2396. Dinky 30 Series pre-war Daimler (Type 3) - green body, black chassis and smooth hubs with white tyres - Fair - still a bright example that displays well.

£80 - £90

2397. Dinky 28 Series (Type 2) Delivery Van - blue, black flat spun hubs with white tyres - overall condition is generally Poor to Fair - see photo.

£50 - £60

2398. Dinky 454 Trojan "Drink Cydrax" - mid-green including ridged hubs, silver trim and 455 "Brooke Bond Tea" - red including ridged hubs, silver trim - conditions are Good Plus still a lovely bright example that display well. (2)

£70 - £80

2399. Corgi 208s Jaguar 2.4 litre Saloon - primrose body, red interior, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Good Plus to Excellent (very thin marks on protruding edges) in a Good blue and yellow carded picture box and 418 Austin "Taxi" - black body, lemon interior, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Good Plus (could be better if time spent in cleaning) in a generally Good blue and yellow carded picture box. (2)

£80 - £90
2400. A pair of brass desk display models (1) heavy 8"/20cm Racing Car model with rotating wheels including steering wheel and a brass early Cannon with Cannon Balls, mounted on a wooden plinth with brass floor and chain posts - Good Plus to Excellent. (2) £40 - £50

Pontypool Collection

2401. Repainted Triang Spot-on Cars - to include Daimler SP250, Ford Zephyr 6, Hillman Minx 1600, Ford Anglia, Rover 3l (some retouching to the original finish), Bristol 406 and Ford Zodiac Mk2 - most have been resprayed to a pleasing standard. (7) £60 - £70

2402. Triang Spot-on unboxed Cars in original finish - to include (1) Humber Super Snipe Estate Car with luggage to roof and 2 x occupants - blue with white roof (2) Vauxhall Cresta - powder blue with red interior (some silver super detailing) (3) Mercedes Benz 230SL - metallic blue (4) Austin Healey Sprite Mk3 (some light silver super detailing) - otherwise Good to Good Plus (4) £50 - £60

2403. Triang Spot-on a group of repainted Cars - to include Austin A60 Cambridge, MGA, Vauxhall Cresta, Meadows Frisky Sport, Armstrong Siddeley Sapphire, Sunbeam Alpine, MG 1100, Jaguar Mk10 and Caravan - display well (9) £80 - £100

2404. Corgi Toys a group of repainted American Cars - to include Chevrolet Corvette Stingray, Ford Mustang, Oldsmobile Super 88, 2 x Ford Thunderbird, 2 x Chevrolet Impala, Studebaker, and others including Dinky Toys Estate Car, Hudson Sedan and French Dinky Plymouth Belvedere, display well. (11) £60 - £80

2405. Corgi Toys a group of mostly repainted Cars - to include NSU Sport Prinz, 2 x Heinkel Bubble Car, Mercedes 300SL, Renault Floride, VW 1500, Rover 90 and others including a Volkswagen Toberone Van. (9) £50 - £60

2406. Corgi Toys repainted British Cars - to include Ford Zephyr Police Car, 3 x Vauxhall Velox, Austin A40, Triumph TR2, Hillman Hunter, Triumph Herald and Mini Cooper (10) £50 - £70

2407. Corgi Toys a group of repainted Cars - to include Standard Vanguard, Morris Marina 1.8, Citroen Safari, Lotus Elan and others (12) £60 - £70

2408. Corgi Toys unboxed Cars in mostly original finish - to include Hillman Imp Police Car, Morris Cowley, Samuelson Camera Van (lacks figure), BMC Mini Cooper, E-type Jaguar and others - some have retouching otherwise Fair to Good Plus. (8) £40 - £50
2409. Corgi Toys a group of unboxed Cars in original finish - to include Ford Consul Cortina Super Estate, Rover 2000 - metallic red, Lotus Mk2 Le Mans (light silver super detailing) and a Ford Cortina GXL, Ford Consul Mk1 (some super detailing) and Plymouth Sports Suburban Estate Car, Ford Consul Classic - otherwise Good to Excellent Plus (7)

£50 - £70

2410. Dinky Toys a group of unboxed Cars in mostly original finish - to include Hillman Imp, Ford Zodiac, Atlas Bus, Ford Capri Mk1, Vauxhall Victor 101, Triumph 2000, Austin 1800, Humber Hawk, Holden, Ford Escort Mk1, Triumph Herald and others - some have light retouching but overall Good to Excellent (13)

£70 - £90

2411. Dinky Toys a group of repainted small Commercials - to include Trojan Van, United Dairies Milk Float with milk crate load, Breakdown Lorry, King Edward Loud Speaker Van, Bedford Mothers Pride Van, 2 x Morris Commercial including Have a Capstone and others (10)

£40 - £60

2412. Dinky Toys a group of mostly repainted European Cars - to include Volvo 122S, Saab 96 (loose baseplate), Renault Dauphine, Alfa Romeo Coupe, Fiat Station Wagon, Mercedes 250SE and others (10)

£50 - £60

2413. Dinky Toys repainted post-war Cars - to include Austin Summerset, Ford Zephyr Mk1, Riley, Triumph 1800, 1930s Taxi, Armstrong Siddeley, Sunbeam Talbot, Austin Atlantic and others (9)

£50 - £60

2414. Dinky Toys repainted 1950s Cars - to include Morris Oxford, 2 x Hillman Minx, Standard Vanguard with open rear mud guards, Austin Devon and A105, Later Hillman Minx with windows, Austin A30 and Jaguar XK120 (9)

£50 - £60

2415. Dinky Toys a group of repainted Cars - to include AC Aceca, Singer Gazelle, Austin Healey, Sunbeam Alpine with spun hubs, Sunbeam Rapier, Fiat 600, Rolls Royce Silver Cloud (lacks bonnet), Corvette Stingray and others (10)

£40 - £60

2416. Dinky Toys repainted Racing Cars - a large group - to include MG Record Car, Connaught Racer, Aston Martin, Cooper Bristol, HWM, Talbot Lago, Maserati, Ferrari and others including a D type Jaguar (12)

£70 - £80

2417. Dinky Toys a group of repainted American Cars - to include Studebaker President, Cadillac Eldorado and 62 models, Packard (loose baseplate), Nash Rambler and Cross Country Station Wagons, Ford Sedan, Oldsmobile, Buick and Hudson Hornet - display well (10)

£60 - £70

2418. Dinky Toys repainted British Cars - to include Austin 7 Countryman, Triumph Spitfire, Rolls Royce Silver Wraith, Ford Corsa and Cortina, MGB, Singer Vogue and others (10)

£50 - £60

2419. Dinky Toys repainted British Cars - to include Vauxhall Viva, Mini Moke, Triumph 1300, Vauxhall Victor Estate Car, Ford Anglia, Humber Hawk and others including Corgi Volkswagen 1200 with steering (9)

£40 - £50
2420. Dinky Toys and Corgi unboxed Cars in mostly original finish - to include Aston Martin, Monte Verde, Volvo 1800, NSU RO80, Rolls Royce Phantom V and others including Corgi DAF City Car and Ferrari Berlinetta - Good to Excellent (8) £50 - £70

2421. Dinky Toys and Corgi unboxed cars in mostly original finish - to include Corgi Chrysler Imperial, Iso Grifo (some chipping to wings), Chevrolet experimental Car, Buick Riviera, Lancia Fulvia, Citroen Safari with Surf Boards (some super detailing), Triumph Acclaim together with Dinky Toys Citroen Visa (with window box) and Chrysler 180 - otherwise Good to Excellent (9) £50 - £70

2422. Dinky Toys Britain and other unboxed Military Vehicles - to include Dinky Recovery Tractor, Army Wagon (with Canvas Tilt) 1 ton Cargo Truck, Artillery Tractor, Armoured Car, Limber together with Crescent 6-wheeled Armoured Car, Britain limber and Kattenkard, a Lonestar DUKW and others including Triang Minic together with a Lonestar Armoured Car body only - otherwise Fair to Good (18) £50 - £60

2423. Corgi Toys and Solido unboxed Military Vehicles - Solido models include 2 x 6-wheeled GMC Trucks, General Paten and Centurion Tanks, Half-Track, Trailer, Jeep, Dodge 6x6 together with Corgi International Truck, Tank Transporter (no trailer wheels) and various tanks including Tiger and Centurion - Fair to Good Plus (17) £50 - £70

2424. Spot-on Matchbox and other low-loader conversions - to include 2 x Thames Trader Tractor Units which have been re-worked to tow low-loader trailers, together with 2 x Matchbox Bedford Tractor Units and low-loader trailer, together with 2 x Siku and Maistow articulated conversions - done to a satisfactory standard (6) £40 - £60

2425. Dinky Toys a group of Bedford Lorry conversions - to include 8-wheeled Tipper Truck with TK Cab, United Dairies Milk Churn Lorry with load and big Bedford cab, TK Flatbed together with a Commer Pullmore Car Transporter conversion - interesting models (4) £40 - £60

2426. Dinky Toys a group of Bedford CF Van conversions - to include builders Tipper Truck, Pickup Truck, Co-op and United Dairies Milk Floats, Cattle Truck, Pickup Truck and Pony Trailer with animal figures - interesting models (6) £40 - £60

2427. Corgi Toys a group of reworked Lorry conversions - to include Wagon with drop sides and Commer Cab, Bedford TK Tractor Units with low-loader and Milk Churn Wagon Trailer, Big Bedford with articulated Wagon Trailer and a Corona Karrier Beverage Truck - display well (5) £40 - £60

2428. Dinky Toys reworked Bedford Lorry conversions - to include TK Cab Tractor Unit with scratch built Showmans articulated living Van Trailer, Bedford Tipper with coal load, Big Bedford with sack load, Articulated Lorry with crates and a TK Van in “Jacobs Cream Crackers” livery, together with a TM Tipper with gravel - display well (6) £50 - £70

2429. Dinky Toys a group of Van conversions - to include 2 x Leyland Comet based Vans in Slumberland and England Glory liveries, a Tate & Lyle Bedford Pallet Jekta Van, together with Guy Pantechnican Removals Van conversion - interesting models (4) £40 - £50
2430. Corgi Toys a group of restored Lorries - to include Milk and Mobile Gas Bedford articulated Tankers, TK with low-loader and Carrimore Car Transporter Trailer (cab has loose baseplate), together with 2 x Commer Vans in Walls Ice Cream and DCL livery - display well nicely done (6)

£50 - £60

2431. Dinky Toys and Britains reworked Lorries - to include Leyland Beever Tractor Unit with Matchbox low-loader Trailer, Foden 6-wheeled Tipper, Foden 6-wheeled Log Lorry with Britains draw-bar Trailer (lacks draw-bar), together with a Big Bedford Cadburys Van - display well (5)

£40 - £60

2432. Dinky Toys a group of repainted Bedford and Guy Vans - to include McVities, Heinz and DCL Big Bedfords, together with a Fyffes long bonneted Bedford, together with a Sprats Guy Van - display well (5)

£40 - £60

2433. Dinky Toys Guy, Leyland and Bedford restored Vans - to include Guy Ever Ready and Golden Shred examples, modified Leyland Comet in Lions Tea livery, Big Bedford in Sunlight Soap and Weetabix - display well (5)

£40 - £50

2434. Corgi Toys a group of restored VRF Lorry conversions - to include Golden Shred (loose baseplate), Carnation Milk and Foxes Van, together with an interesting Hovis Flour Lorry conversion (comes with load of individual flour sacks in a plastic bag) together with a Castrol Karrier Van (5)

£40 - £50

2435. Dinky Toys a group of Lorry conversions - to include HTV Television Van, modified extending Mast Vehicle Fire Appliance (similar to a Green Goddess) with ladder, AEC Shell Tanker, and a Bedford CF Calor Gas Van. Also including is an interesting Guy Flat Truck Spillers Flour, comes with individual sacks in a plastic bag, together with a Lyons 6-wheeled Van based on a Lonestar Cab (6)

£50 - £60

2436. Dinky Toys Corgi and other repaints and conversions - to include 2 x Matchbox TM Recovery Vehicles and a Dinky Bedford TK Wreck Truck all in yellow AA livery, together with a professionally restored Dinky Foden Regent Tanker, a Corgi Commer Box Van, Ford Transit Camper Van and a Matchbox King Size Scammell with low-loader Trailer, display well (7)

£50 - £60

2437. Corgi Toys a group of Cattle Truck conversions - to include 3 x Cattle Truck bodies with opening ramps and inner doors, based on Corgi Classics and Matchbox King Size Bedfords and Corgi Commer Chassis, together with a cut down Corgi Bedford CA Van with pig load (4)

£40 - £50

2438. Dinky Toys a group of Cattle Truck conversions - to include a Bedford TK, a Bedford Pallet Jekta Chassis and CF and Trailer base models, together with a Corgi Big Bedford Chassis - display well (4)

£50 - £60

2439. Corgi Toys and Spot-On a group of Ice Cream Vans and conversions - Corgi models include Smiths Karrier Mr Softie Van and Ford Thames Walls Van - both have some retouching otherwise Fair to Good. refurbished vans include Spot-On Tonibelle CA Van in pink and white and another in blue and white with Dinky CF front, together with a Corgi Mr Softie Van also with CF front - interesting lot (5)

£30 - £50
2440. Dinky Toys boxed and unboxed commercials - boxed models comprise 950 Foden Burmah Fuel Tanker and 266 ERF Fire Tender with wheeled escape - both have some sun fading to the front end. 279 Aveling Barford Diesel Roller, otherwise Good including window boxes, together with an Atlas Dinky Leyland Octopus Esso Tanker reproduction - Excellent Plus including box. unboxed models comprise Coles Hydra Crane, Johnson Road Sweeper and Bedford Refuse Truck (faded cab) - Fair to Good Plus (8)

£40 - £50

2441. Dinky Toys and Corgi repainted and refurbished Lorries - to include Euclid and Foden Dump Trucks, Lorry mounted Crane, Bedford low-loader and Commer Lorry. Reworked models include Dinky Bedford CF Tower Wagon and Hydraulic platform Vehicle, together with an AA recovery Truck and a Builders Truck with Corgi Ford Thames Cab and a Bedford TK Tipper with load - interesting lot (10)

£50 - £60

2442. Matchbox Super Kings a group of scarce Lorries with Trailers - to include K21 Santa Fe Ford Truck and Trailer, Barenmark Truck and Trailer and an Ivecos "British Farm Produce - Milk" Tanker in an Early Learning Centre box - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good window boxes. Also included are an unboxed Bedford TM Concrete Mixer and "Hales Container" Skip Wagon - Good Plus to Excellent (5)

£50 - £60

2443. Pickfords a group of Lorry conversions - low-loaders with trailers include Dinky Toy Might Antar and Scammell Tractor Units, Matchbox Bedford and Foden Tractors together with a Lonestar Austin plus 6-wheeled Van - display well (6)

£40 - £60

2444. Pickfords a group of Lorry conversions and Support Vehicles - to include Dinky Toy based Might Antar Tractor Unit with Trailer, plus a Matchbox Scammell and Trailer, Bedford Truck and Trailer with sack load, Pallet Jekta and CF Van Support Vehicles, Corgi Big Bedford and others - interesting lot (11)

£50 - £70

2445. Heavy Haulage Corgi, Matchbox - mostly in Wynn's livery, to include Scammell Tractors together with a Diamond T and various lengths of low-loader Trailer and others - display well (7)

£50 - £60

2446. Matchbox a group of boxed Super Kings articulated Trucks - to include K124 Mercedes 7UP, K21 Ford Transcontinental with Trailer in "Continental" livery, K31 Christian Salvesen Refrigerated Truck, K103 Comet Tanker Truck, K21 Ford Transcontinental and Trailer in Weetabix livery, K3 Heidelberg Cement Tanker and K117 Bulldozer on low-loader - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair window boxes

£40 - £50

2447. Matchbox King Size assorted boxed Trucks - to include K117 Bulldozer on Trailer, K120 Leyland Car Transported with 2 x Cars, K134 Fire Service Aircraft on low-loader Trailer, K117 7UP Container Lorry, K31 Euro Express Truck, K43 Log Transporter and K21 Sunkist Truck and Trailer - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good window boxes

£40 - £50

2448. Matchbox Super Kings boxed Lorry group - to include K128 Aircraft Transporter, K139 Ivecos Wimpy Tipper Truck, K114 Mobile Crane, K109 Petrol Tanker, K20 Wrecker Truck, K141 Leyland Auto Loader, K110 Fire Tender, K68 Dodge Monaco and Trailer (lacks cover), K37 Leyland Tipper and K117 Bulldozer Transporter - otherwise Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair window boxes (10)

£50 - £70
2449. Tonka large scale Camper Vans - to include a repainted Winnebago Indian Truck which is otherwise Fair and a smaller Vehicle in white and green with opening rear door - Good (2)  
£30 - £40

2450. Dinky Toys, Corgi and Matchbox Fire Engine group - to include 2 x Dinky 956 Turntable Fire Escape, Fire Engine with extending ladder, Meriwether Marquis and Bedford TK Airport Tender conversion, together with 2 x Corgi Dennis & Bedford Snorkels and another by Matchbox - some have been restored otherwise a Good group (9)  
£40 - £50

2451. Corgi Toys, Dinky and other Camper Van conversions - to include Auto-home Sheldon, Land Cruiser and others based on the Dinky Bedford CF plus 2 x Snack Bars - interesting lot these models have been nicely done and display well (14)  
£60 - £80

2452. Spot-on, Dinky Toy based Camper Van conversions - to include models based on the Spot-on Commer Van, The Corgi Commer Bus, The Dinky Atlas Bus and others including Corgi Classics conversions and Hong Kong plastic Ford Transit, together with a JRD Citroen conversion of France - nicely done (14)  
£60 - £80

2453. Dinky Toys assorted unboxed models in original finish to include Pullmore Car Transporter, Albion Cement Mixer, Post Office Telephones Van, French Renault 4L and Renault Estafette come together with an AEC Esso Tanker (some retouching) some would benefit from further cleaning - otherwise Fair to Excellent (14)  
£50 - £60

2454. Unboxed Models of Yesteryear, Corgi Classics and others - to include Corgi Bedford Pickford Pantechnican and Morris Minor Van, Vintage Thomycroft and other Vans, Dinky Collectables Cars and Ford Vans, models of Yesteryear Model T Ford, Talbot and other Vans including Royal Mail and Oxo together with various Cars including plated models, Bugatti and others - Excellent to Near Mint (70)  
£40 - £60

2455. Majorette, Solido, CKO, Guisval unboxed Caravan group - assorted models to approximately 1/50th to 1/43rd scale - varied lot Good to Excellent (30)  
£50 - £70

2456. Solido Maxicar Car and Caravan set - comprising metallic blue Peugeot 404 with Sterckeman Caravan - would benefit from more detailed cleaning otherwise Excellent in a Fair window box  
£30 - £50

2457. Siku a group of boxed Trucks - to include 3911 Transporter with 2 x Tractors, 3117 King of the Road Artic, 2 x 3119 Haribo Tailer with man Tractor Unit, 3418 Air BP Fuel Tanker and 3116 Mercedes Turbo Express Truck - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good window boxes (6)  
£60 - £80

2458. A group of boxed Russian Diecast Cars and Commercials to include Volga Station Wagon, Lada 4 door Saloon, Minibus, together with Zil Tipper Truck and Kamaz 6-wheeled Tanker Truck - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good illustrated boxes. Also included is an unboxed Tipper Truck which is Excellent Plus (6)  
£50 - £70
2459. A group of Norev and other boxed Cars - to include Jet-car Simca 1100, Peugeot 604, Chrysler 180, Renault 17TS and 16TX, together with a Joal Citroen CX Pallas (cracked clear perspex case) - otherwise Excellent Plus to Mint in Fair to Good packaging. Also included unboxed Norev models comprising Jet-car Peugeot 504 and Talbot Solara which are generally Excellent Plus. Plastic and Diecast Caravans include Henon, Panoramic and others - Caravans are generally Fair to Excellent (14)

£50 - £70

2460. Siku a group of boxed and unboxed Commercials - boxed items comprise 2517 Siku Express 6-wheeled Truck, 2521 Vintage Truck (with sacks) - Excellent to Near Mint in Good window boxes. Unboxed items comprise Volvo Truck with 2 containers, single decker Bus in British Caledonian Airways livery, Mack Wreck Truck and a Tractor Unit - Excellent (6)

£30 - £40

2461. CIJ, Tekno, Marklin and other scarce Caravan models - to include Marklin 1824 (retro fitted with a canopy), CIJ camping Caravan (some retouching), Tekno Sprite Musketeer, Gamma Senator and other models including Rembrandt, Siku Vintage - some have been repainted or retouched otherwise a Good lot with some more unusual examples (14)

£40 - £50

2462. A group of Camper Vans in assorted scales - approximately 1/43 scale include Majorette, Oxford Diecast, Old Cars, Gama, Speed Kings, Corgi Classics together with Dinky and other converted diecast vehicles. Miniature versions include Majorette Ford Transit, Siku Transit MK1, Road Champs Impy Road Master, Matchbox VW Camper and others - some may have been repainted but generally Good to Excellent (55+)

£40 - £50

2463. Tinplate, Hong Kong plastic Caravans and miniatures - to include OK Toys (similar to Telsada) larger scale Dinky style Caravan in bronze/white and 2-tone green, Honk Kong Futuristic Caravan, popular plastic products (UK) Simplistic Caravan together with a repainted Triang Minic tinplate item, together with a Corgi AA Information Center model. Miniatures Caravans include Triang Minic Motorways model, 2 x Minix plastic items, various matchbox 1/75 series models, Wyking HO scale, British Lonestar, Matchbox, Corgi Juniors and a larger scale Tekno No. 815 Caravan which has been repainted together with 2 x repainted Dinky models - a varied lot - otherwise Fair to Good (some have been repainted) (54)

£40 - £50

2464. Dinky Toys including French Dinky a group of unboxed models - to include Goods Yard Crane, post-war Royal Mail Van, Caravan, 7 x Bedford CF Vans including promotionals (1 has a box), Mk1 Ford Escort Police Car, Field Marshall Tractor and others including French Dinky 564 and 811 Caravans plus 544 Simca Aronde - some have been repainted otherwise Fair to Good (19)

£40 - £60

2465. Unboxed Buses - a group in assorted scales - to include approximately 12" Tonka plastic/pressed steel Touring Bus, Jimson Hong Kong plastic Greyhound Bus and a Norev plastic Paris Autobus (broken door). Diecast buses comprise Solido RT models in red and green, Dinky Vega Major and single decker plus Atlantean, Corgi Classics AEC and Bedford OB Coaches, Joal "Parry's Holidays" Coach and others - a few have been repainted but otherwise Fair to Good Plus (23)

£30 - £40

2466. Corgi, Matchbox, Siku and other boxed models - Siku 3129 Camper Van with Dingy and Motorcycle accessories, Matchbox K29 Ford Avis Delivery Van, K33 Cargo Truck and Trailer, Corgi Heartbeat Morris Commercial Truck, 1116 Refuse Truck, Vintage Glory Steam Lorry and Fowler Crane Engine and Showmans Engine, 409 Forklift Truck and others including a Britains Winget Dumper Truck together with Cararama 2 x Car and Caravan sets and 2 x Teamsters Camper Vans - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus window boxes (14)

£50 - £70
2467. Corgi Chitty Chitty Bang Bang model - from the original issue, lacks rear wing and is unchecked for completeness but does include side wings and 4 x figures - otherwise Good

£30 - £50

2468. Chad Valley Wee-Kin a group of restored diecast clock-work British Cars - to include 1950 Hillman Minx, Humber Super Snipe and Sunbeam Talbot - all have been done to a Good standard (3)

£30 - £40

2469. Automech and other scarce British diecast models - to include Automech Caravan, Lonestar RAC Publicity Caravan, Kemlow Caravan, together with a British made Sunbeam Alpine Dinky copy and a 1939 Austin 4 door Saloon, together with a Budgie Wolseley 680 Saloon and Micro Models Humber Super Snipe - all have been well restored and display well (7)

£40 - £60

2470. A pair of white metal and car and caravan (1) Somerville Hillman Minx Saloon - pale green (2) Brooklin Collection 1953 streamlined American Caravan - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good Plus packaging (2)

£50 - £60

2471. Tekno and other boxed Trucks and Bus - Tekno models include 422 Scania Truck with Scania containers on Trailer and 851 Scania City Bus - mid blue/white. Also in this lot is a Lion Cars Daff 3300 "Gulf" 6-wheeled Tanker Lorry - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good packaging (3)

£40 - £60

2472. Lion Cars and Old Cars unboxed Commercial vehicles - to include Lion Cars Commer Bisto Van, DAF Articulated Seabourne Parcels and KKG Articulated Vans together with an Old Cars slightly larger scale Fiat 130 NT Tractor Unit with "Fiat" 6-wheeled Trailer - some have slight superdetailing otherwise Excellent. (4)

£30 - £50

2473. A pair of white metal 1/43rd scale Car and Caravan (1) Sun Motor Company 103 Humber Super Snipe - black with brown interior, flat spots to tyres but does include rear tow hitch and (2) Lansdowne Models 17 1956 Willerby Vogue Caravan - cream with green interior (some brown staining to the door side of the Caravan) - otherwise Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus packaging. (2)

£50 - £60

2474. Solido (France) and other similar Chinese made approximately 1/43rd scale unboxed models - Solido vehicles include Chrysler Windsor, Talbot T23, Volkswagen Golf, Ford Sierra XR4i, Renault 25, Studebaker Silver Hawk, Talbot Matra Rancho, Peugeot 104, Renault 4 Gas Service Van and other makes including a Ford Corsair, Aston Martin Virage, Mercedes Estate Car, 2 x Bugatti EV110, BMW 525i and others including an Austin Cambridge - Excellent to Near Mint. (46)

£40 - £60

2475. A group of assorted Catalogues - to include Matchbox 1981 to '82, '73 to '75, '79 to '80, '80 to '81, Corgi Toys 1972, Britains 1985, Eligor fold-out leaflets, Dinky Toys issues 6 & 7 and others including various Siku catalogues, 1993 Vitesse and Majorette together with a Superfast 1970. Also included is The History of British Dinky Toys 1934 to 1964 by Cecil Gibson and The I Spy Book of Lorries and Vans - Fair to Good, plus British Bus Fleets. (44)

£30 - £40
2476. Gama, Eligor, Schuco and other approximately 1/43rd scale unboxed European Cars - to include Schuco Volkswagen Passat and Volkswagen Beetle, Eligor Triumph TR5, Renault 4CV, Pilen Mini Cooper, Rex Toys Ford V8 and Chrysler Airflow, Joal Iso-Rivolta, Eligor Ford Parts Delivery Van, together with Gama Frontera, Vauxhall Astra GTE, Passat, Vauxhall Cavalier and others including Gama Mini Opel Rekord Taxi and Opel Kadett. Also in this lot are 2 x Russian diecast black 4-door Limousines - Excellent to Excellent Plus. (26)

£40 - £60

2477. A group of repainted British Diecast and White Metal Cars - to include a scarce diecast Sedan made by Jolly Roger Toys (Wales), a converted Dinky Toys Ford Bakers Van together with white metal Auto Replicas Morgan Plus 4, a made up model of an Austin 4-door Tourer and a Boston Nichols pewter Austin Ruby Saloon - display well. (5)

£20 - £40

2478. Vitesse, Bburago, Brumm and other unboxed European diecast Cars - Vitesse models comprise Cadillac 1959, Chevrolet Impala, 2 x Buick, DKW Junior, Nash Metropolitan and others including CIJ Citroen Ami, a Nacoral Saab 99, Vitesse Trabant with metal baseplate together with Brumm Fiat 500 Topolino and 1937 Berlina, Bburago Fiat Panda and Polistil Fiat 850 and others including 3 x Norev plastic cars - some have slight superdetailing otherwise Good Plus to Near Mint. (30)

£30 - £50

2479. Norev Maxi Jet boxed and unboxed Cars - boxed models include Talbot Solara 4-door Saloon towing Caravan, both in matching light green upper and grey lower 2 Car Set, Renault 5 - red and Renault 12 - yellow - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good window boxes. Unboxed Jet Cars comprise Fiat X1/9, Peugeot 604 and Volvo 264 - Excellent Plus to Near Mint. (6)

£30 - £40

2480. Trax, Quiralu and other assorted boxed models - to include Trax Holden Monaro HK GTS - metallic blue and FJ Holden Sedan - sage green, together with a Quiralu Messerschmitt Bubble Car (of recent issue) with removable clear plastic canopy (lacks securing lugs), a Joal Renault R-10, together with a Solido Ford Fiesta Mk.1 - dark blue and a smaller scale Hachette Ferguson Tractor - otherwise Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging. (6)

£20 - £40

2481. Corgi, Matchbox, Dinky and other assorted Tractors, Trailers and Farm Equipment - to include Corgi Priestman Shovel, Joal Akerman EC200 Digger and Volvo BM Articulated Digger, together with a Corgi Massey Ferguson 165 with Loading Shovel, Dinky Toys Muir Hill Loader and Trencher, a repainted Leyland Tractor and others together with a box of plastic Farm Animals, accessories plus 2 x tinplate O Gauge Railway items - Fair to Good. (20 + qty of spares)

£30 - £40

2482. Corgi Toys, Dinky Toys, Tekno and other assorted unboxed Cars - to include Corgi Original Classics Rolls Royce and 2 x 1910 Renault, Budgie Models Rolls Royce Silver Cloud, Tekno NGA, Triang Spot-On MG Midget, Dinky Toys Morris Oxford, VW Karmann Ghia and Fraser Nash, Benbros AA Land Rover, unknown miniature diecast clockwork Car, Lone Star Jeep and others - some have been repainted otherwise Fair to Good. (18)

£30 - £40

2483. Solido, Tomica Dandy and other boxed models - to include Tomica Dandy Citroen Candy Van and Pocket Riders Nissan Camper Van (lacks roof accessory), a Solido Maxicar 2-vehicle Peugeot Car and Caravan Set, a Corgi Toys 1108 Ford Articulated Container Truck "Michelin", Atlas Mercedes Benz 300 SL and others - otherwise Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus window boxes. (8)

£20 - £30

2484. Mainly British unboxed vehicles - to include Miniature Britains Tumbrel Farm Cart, Racing Motorbike, together with repainted AA and RAC Motorcycles and Sidecars, with lady figure, an unknown heavy cast metal Stagecoach with 4 x Horses and 2 x Rider figures and others including Corgi Classics British Cars - Fair to Good. (12)

£20 - £30
2485. Corgi a group of unboxed Commercials - Articulated Lorries comprise Mack with Esso Tanker, Ford Gulf and Guinness Tankers, Berliet Michelin Truck, Bedford TK Horse Box (with some animals), Scammell Double and Triple Deck Car Transporters, together with a Ford Express Service Van, also included are a Lucozade Karrier Van, a Snack Bar and others including 2 x Cars - Fair to Excellent. (17) 

£50 - £60

2486. Corgi Toys unboxed Cars including repaints - to include Whizzwheels Bentley and Mercedes Benz C111, 190 E, Shadow Ford Racing Car, Minissima and Lamborghini Miura. Repaints include Chevrolet Impala, Hillman Hunter Rally Car, Citroen DS19 and others including Dinky Toys and Matchbox vehicles - some of the originals have been touched in otherwise Good. (28) 

£30 - £40

2487. Tinplate and plastic Cars plus Aircraft - to include large scale Marx Toys (Hong Kong) plastic friction drive model of the Campbell's Bluebird, together with a similar size aluminium Record Car, 2 x made up Revell or similar plastic models of the Morris Traveller from kits and others including an orange plastic Triang Minic Road Roller. Aircraft include various diecast Avro Vulcan, B17, Concorde, Boeing 747 in KLM livery, the NASA Space Shuttle together with 3 x boxed Wild Things Airliners - Fair. (25) 

£30 - £40

2488. NZG, Siku and Tekno a group of unboxed Trucks - to include Tekno Low Loader, Siku 6-wheeled Log Truck with Trailer and Crane, Volvo Tractor Unit with Major Incident Unit Trailer, Ford 6-wheeled Police Boat Transporter and Corona 4-wheeled Beverage Truck, an NZG Ford Cargo Truck with Tilt and a repainted Tekno Forward Control Lorry with Low Loader Trailer - some have loose accessories and may be incomplete, and some have been superdetailed or repainted but otherwise Fair to Good Plus. (10) 

£30 - £40

2489. Matchbox, Corgi, Solido, Vitesse and other empty boxes only - a large quantity of boxes to suit diecast models - to include Corgi Classics Bedford O Series, Morris 1000, Dinky Collectables, Matchbox Sky Busters, Oxford Diecast, Vintage Glory, Carrarama, Vitesse, Brumm, Vanguards, Bburago, Siku, ERTL, Jet Car by Norev, Joal and many others - Fair to Good Plus. (very large qty in 4 large cardboard boxes) 

£40 - £50

2490. NZG, Conrad or similar and other Articulated Trucks - NZG/Conrad style models include Bedford Shell and Texaco Tankers, together with an Open Back Truck, a similar make Mercedes Relampago Van and 2 x smaller scale Steam Wagons. Also included are a number of Articulated and Rigid Trucks by Carrarama, Matchbox and similar, to include 4-wheeled Vans, Articulated Castrol Truck, various Car Transporters and others - Fair to Good Plus. (24+ in 2 cardboard boxes) 

£30 - £40

2491. Chinese made mostly 1/43rd scale unboxed Cars - to include Mercedes Roadster, ERTL Chequered Cab, Maisto Ford Mustang, Lotus Elan, Dinky Collectables Tucker Torpedo, Vanguards Vauxhall Victor, Yatming Ford Coupe, MGB Roadster, Isoetta Bubble Car and others including miniatures. (40+) 

£30 - £40

2492. Matchbox mainly King Size unboxed Commercials - to include Ferrari Racing Car Transporter, Bedford Kelloggs Tanker, 2 x Fire Patrol Unit with Aircraft and Helicopter loads, Ford Polara Truck and Trailer and others including Foden 6-wheeled Recovery Truck, Bedford TM Skip Lorry and Concrete Mixer and Fowlers Showmans Engine - some may have slight superdetailing but overall Good. (29) 

£40 - £50

24 July 2019
2493. Corgi, Matchbox and other repainted or converted diecast Commercials - to include 2 x Matchbox King Size Scammell Tractor Units, Bedford TK with Machinery Carrier Trailer, Ford Car Transporter and Solido Renault Car Transporter with matching Trailer, Bedford Tanker conversions and others including a Showmans Caravan, and 3 similar Showmans Caravans which have been converted from Corgi Toys Platform Trailers - Fair to Good. (20+)

£40 - £50
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